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The very purpose of a Bill of Rights was to withdraw certain subjects
from the vicissitudes of political controversy, to place them beyond the
reach of majorities and officials and to establish them as legal principles
to be applied by the courts. One’s right to life, liberty, and property, to
free speech, a free press, freedom of worship and assembly, and other
fundamental rights may not be submitted to vote; they depend on the
outcome of no elections.1

You either break the paradigm, or the paradigm will break you.2

INTRODUCTION

While the topic of same-sex marriage has generated a lively academic
debate,3 there is a lack of transnational comparative analysis of arguments

2. A Colombian mother, Ms. Marta Lucia Cuellar, advocating before the Colombian Congress
   on behalf of marriage equality, YOUTUBE (Apr. 18, 2013), http://www.youtube.com/watch
   ?v=kXx7BhNfO0O&feature=player_embedded.
3. See, e.g., WILLIAM N. ESKRIDGE, JR., THE CASE FOR SAME-SEX MARRIAGE: FROM SEXUAL
   LIBERTY TO CIVILIZED COMMITMENT (1996) [hereinafter ESKRIDGE, THE CASE FOR SAME-SEX
   MARRIAGE]; SAME-SEX MARRIAGE: PRO AND CON (Andrew Sullivan ed., 2004); JOHN CORVINO &
   MAGGIE GALLAGHER, DEBATING SAME-SEX MARRIAGE (2012). Outside the United States, European
   scholars have written extensively about the development of same-sex marriage in that region. See, e.g.,
   LEGAL RECOGNITION OF SAME-SEX PARTNERSHIPS: A STUDY OF NATIONAL, EUROPEAN AND
   INTERNATIONAL LAW, (Robert Wintemute & Mads Andenæs eds., 2001); CONTEMPORARY GENDER
   RELATIONS AND CHANGES IN LEGAL CULTURES (Hanne Petersen, Jose Maria Lorenzo Villaverde &
   Ingrid Lund-Andersen eds., 2013); JENS RYDSTRÖM, ODD COUPLES: A HISTORY OF GAY MARRIAGE IN
commonly made by courts when granting same-sex couples access to marriage. Courts formulating decisions about same-sex marriage have the unique opportunity to reevaluate the privileged legal position of marriage in light of current constitutional or fundamental rights. As the number of claims about inclusion or equal recognition of unmarried couples grows, challenges to the rationality of marriage as a privileged institution become more relevant. Some courts understand that it is not possible to protect traditional notions of marriage without discussing the rationality of marriage as the institution that defines the types of families we ought to protect. Once marriage is reviewed through the lenses of equality and
autonomy rights, it becomes very difficult to justify its privileged treatment vis a vis other emotional associations. Other courts, however, have limited the discussion of same-sex marriage to the right of same-sex couples to access this institution, based on the value of marriage itself. Such a limitation is only possible when one assumes that marriage and family are one single institution. This conceptualization of marriage moves the debate on marriage from a normative area designed to recognize and value only the married family, to one based on equality and autonomy in which family law protects differently constructed families. By treating marriage and family as two sides of the same coin, countries are trapped in a rigid family law structure that leaves too many individuals unprotected.

This Article reviews decisions that have made marriage available to same-sex couples in different countries. In the short term, all of these decisions have an impact on the lives of same-sex couples that were denied access to marriage as the defining institution of family formation. In the long term, however, some of these decisions will have a more profound impact on family protection than others. Decisions from countries that have


7. See id. Even before the struggle for the legal recognition of same-sex couples, autonomy and equality were used to challenge the distinction between married and unmarried heterosexual couples. Individual claims for equal treatment in the area of torts show the tension between privileging marriage and recognizing that unmarried couples may be substantially equal to married ones. The conflict between protecting marriage and accepting the suffering of an unmarried partner as equally worthy of protection as the suffering of a married partner is well reflected in Graves v. Estabrook, 818 A.2d 1255 (2003). In many countries, heterosexual unmarried couples were granted benefits similar to married couples before the granting any benefits to same-sex couples. In the case of Australia, benefits to unmarried heterosexual couples started in the 1980s. See HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES COMMITTEES, ADVISORY REPORT, MARRIAGE EQUALITY AMENDMENT BILL 2012 AND MARRIAGE AMENDMENT BILL 2012 (Cth) 13 (Austl.), available at http://www.aph.gov.au/parliamentary_business/committees/house_of_representatives_committees?url=spla/bill%20marriage/report/index.htm.

8. See, e.g., Goodridge v. Dep’t of Pub. Health, 798 N.E. 2d 941, 948 (Mass. 2003); In re Marriage Cases, 183 P.3d 384, 423 (Cal. 2008). These two cases accept that there is a right to choose who to marry. At the same time, both decisions analyze marriage as an institution essential to the well-functioning of society.

9. In In re Marriage Cases seems to view marriage as the exclusive door to family formation: Society . . . has an overriding interest in the welfare of children, and the role marriage plays in facilitating a stable family setting in which children may be raised by two loving parents unquestionably furthers the welfare of children and society . . . . It is these features that the California authorities have in mind in describing marriage as the “basic unit” or “building block” of society. 183 P.3d at 423. Many constitutional provisions as well as international conventions refer to marriage and family in the same provision and it is not clear if the intent is to treat marriage and family as one single concept, as two separate concepts, or as two connected concepts where marriage is viewed as a unique door to family formation. For an analysis of marriage and family in constitutional texts and conventions see infra Part II.B.
sanctioned same-sex marriage reveal deeper understandings of marriage and family law than just a simple score in favor of same-sex marriage. For example, there are two clear directions in the Western world. On the one hand, there is a movement to keep marriage as the paradigm of family law, maintaining its value as an institution that makes society better. This is the direction that some courts, including the Supreme Court of the United States, appear to have taken thus far. On the other hand, there is also a shift away from valuing marriage as the main gateway to family formation, and towards emphasizing the value of alternative social family constructions. This shift is the natural consequence of decisions based on equality and autonomy, as seen in decisions from Canada, South Africa, Mexico, Brazil, Portugal, Spain, and Colombia.

Further, the decisions analyzed below demonstrate that the arguments brought by parties for and against same-sex marriage are repeated across countries, regardless of cultural differences. They also show comparative law at work. Many decisions outside the United States cite decisions by foreign courts on same or similar topics. Even when foreign decisions are not cited, the briefs and amicus briefs presented to the court reference decisions by foreign courts. There is, therefore, an incontestable influence of foreign decisions when it comes to same-sex marriage litigation.

10. “Western world” can mean different things. In this paper, I use the term, following Harold Berman, as a cultural rather than a geographic term. See Harold J. Berman, Law and Revolution: The Formation of the Western Legal Tradition 2 (1983). Both Europe and the Americas, however, are also geographically part of the Western legal tradition. At the same time, South Africa has embraced a constitutional system influenced by the Western legal tradition. The influence of Roman-Dutch law in South Africa is well documented. See, e.g., Southern Cross: Civil Law and Common Law in South Africa 37–45 (Reinhard Zimmermann & Daniel Visser eds., 2012). South Africa’s constitutional law is also influenced by the West, especially by values of equality and dignity post-apartheid. See Heinz Klug, The Constitution of South Africa: A Contextual Analysis 45–82 (2010).

11. See, e.g., Jonathan Rauch, Gay Marriage is Good for America, Wall St. J., June 21, 2008 at A9 (“[A world without marriage] is a world of fragile families living on the shadowy outskirts of the law; a world marked by heightened fear of loneliness or abandonment in crisis or old age; a world in some respects not even civilized, because marriage is the foundation of civilization.”). Many same-sex advocates embraced early on in the struggle for same-sex marriage the argument that marriage was good for same-sex couples because it was good for everyone. See, e.g., Cary Franklin, Marrying Liberty and Equality: The New Jurisprudence of Gay Rights, 100 Va. L. Rev. 817, 855–56 (2014) [hereinafter Franklin, Marrying Liberty].


This Article compares arguments made by courts that have protected same-sex marriage in order to demonstrate to future litigators and judges that expanding the definition of marriage to include same-sex couples can either strengthen marriage to the detriment of families formed outside marriage, or strengthen family diversity without having to sacrifice same-sex marriage at all.

Part I describes the main arguments found in decisions from South Africa, Europe, and the Americas granting same-sex marriage. Despite cultural differences, advocates and opponents of same-sex marriage have used similar arguments in different countries. This shows how courts have reinforced the marriage paradigm by affirming same-sex marriage, while others have granted same-sex marriage by reinforcing the rights to equality and autonomy. This second argument ultimately opens the door to equal recognition of the legal worth of married and unmarried families.

Part II explains why it is problematic to use marriage as the paradigm of family law and legal protection. It shows the current disconnect between families that exist regardless of their legal recognition, and the married family as the aspirational family that legal systems generally embrace and support. This section ends with two illustrations that reveal what happens when courts miss the opportunity to look at social families and conform to a legal structure based on marriage. It demonstrates that when decisions are based on the inherent value of marriage, they may end up ignoring real family ties formed between different individuals.

Part III analyzes the role of judicial borrowing in same-sex marriage adjudication. It shows how the most recent decisions on same-sex marriage use foreign law and international law—even when it is not binding—to support their own local decisions. In this context, comparative law is used in two different ways. First, courts use arguments used in foreign decisions that seem compelling and pertinent to the case at hand. Second, courts use comparative law to illustrate international trends in a particular area. This tendency reinforces the idea that the arguments presented to courts, and ultimately used by courts to support or reject same-sex marriage, may eventually transcend national borders.

Part IV summarizes the two main options for same-sex protection advanced so far by supreme or constitutional courts. On the one hand, there is the possibility of maintaining marriage as the most important institution for family formation, and on the other hand, courts can advance grounds for a new family law based on the rights of equality and autonomy.

Finally, Part V concludes that more courts are basing their decisions to uphold same-sex marriage on equality and autonomy than on marriage as an essentially good institution, although some courts still use the rationale
of marriage as the family law paradigm. Part V also concludes that most courts use the concept of human dignity to support same-sex marriage, although what human dignity means varies from court to court. At the same time, this Article shows that many decisions refer to the need for legal systems to adapt to social realities, which in turn will provide opportunities for unmarried families to be recognized as such. Finally, this Article concludes that comparative law matters to courts reviewing same-sex marriage, and that courts look to one another when deciding these important issues.

I. SIMILAR DISCOURSES ON SAME-SEX MARRIAGE

As of July 2014, same-sex marriage was available in eighteen countries.14 The shift from marriage as a union between a man and a woman to a union of two individuals regardless of their sex has been the result of legal decisions,15 or the consequence of a political process.16 In some cases, recognition has been the result of a legislative change later confirmed by supreme or constitutional courts.17 In rare cases, recognition has been triggered by courts mandating that legislatures seek a solution for same-sex couples, or rejecting political processes against same-sex marriage.18

15. Brazil has adopted this approach. See infra note 26. For a complete account of decisions in the United States, see FREEDOM TO MARRY, www.freedomtomarry.org (last visited Feb. 4, 2015). The Supreme Court of Mexico has also issued three decisions allowing same-sex marriage in the State of Oaxaca, and there are several writs of amparo [protection] claiming marriage equality pending throughout the country. Since Mexican decisions only affect the direct claimants, these decisions don’t have the effect of overruling the Civil Code’s definition of marriage in Oaxaca, or any other Mexican State. Same-sex couples wishing to marry must apply for a marriage license and be rejected. After being rejected, they are eligible to file a writ of amparo and wait for a favorable decision. See infra note 28.
16. This was the case in Argentina, Belgium, Denmark, France, Iceland, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Uruguay, England and Wales, Luxembourg, the State of Quintana Roo in Mexico (through a mandate of its Secretary of State), and the states of New Hampshire, Vermont, New York, Maine, Maryland, Washington, Rhode Island, Delaware, Minnesota, Hawaii, Illinois, and the District of Columbia in the United States.
17. This occurred in Canada, Federal District of Mexico, Spain, Portugal, and France.
18. See, e.g., Civil Union Act 17 of 2006 (S. Afr.). Colombia’s Constitutional Court followed South Africa’s model but its Congress failed to follow the Constitutional Court’s decision when it rejected a same-sex marriage bill on April 24, 2013. See Isabel Colomna, Plenaria de Senado no
By the end of 2014, there were more than thirty decisions reasoning that same-sex marriage is either constitutionally mandated or allowed. This Article analyzes eight decisions from state supreme courts or circuit courts in the United States that have resulted in legal marriage for same-sex couples, and United States v. Windsor, the United States Supreme Court decision that declared Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage Act (“DOMA”) unconstitutional. This Article also analyzes a majority of available decisions from the highest courts in countries outside the United States that provided substantive rulings in favor of same-sex marriage. In chronological order these are: Canada, South Africa, Portugal, Mexico (for the Federal District of Mexico), Brazil, Colombia, Mexico (for the State of Oaxaca), and Spain.


I excluded from this analysis the decision by the Constitutional Council of France issued in 2013, since it mostly discusses whether the Constitution would allow the legislature to amend the concept of marriage. See generally Conseil Constitutionnel [CC] [Constitutional Court] decision No. 2013-669, May 17, 2013 (Fr.).

Reference re Same-Sex Marriage, [2004] 3 S.C.R. 698 (Can.).

Minister of Home Affairs v. Fourie 2005 (1) SA 524 (CC) (S. Afr.).


S.T.F., No. 4.277, Relator: Min. Ayres Britto, 05.05.2011, 198, REVISTA DO SUPERIOR TRIBUNAL DE JUSTIÇA [R.S.T.J.] 14.10.2011, 611 (Braz.); see also Resolução No. 175, 14 de Maio de 2013, CONSELHO NACIONAL DE JUSTIÇA (Braz.) (basing its decision on the ruling by the Supreme Federal Tribunal and prohibiting public officers from rejecting same-sex marriages).

Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], julio 26, 2011, Sentencia C-577/11, Gaceta Judicial [G.J.] (No. 30) (Colom.).

Primera Sala de la Suprema Corte de Justicia de la Nación [SCJN] [Supreme Court], Amparo
Decisions on same-sex marriage tend to utilize similar arguments regardless of cultural and legal differences. This Part focuses specifically on three sets of recurring arguments. The first set is composed of pro-marriage arguments centered on the idea that marriage makes society better. These arguments do not challenge the premise that family law should be anchored primarily in the institution of marriage. Rather, they adopt a “conformist” position that accepts the status quo. The second set of arguments centers on the role of equality and autonomy in making marriage available to couples of the same sex. The third recurring argument in these decisions uses dignity as a type of basic constitutional value or right upon which to base the grant of same-sex marriage. Dignity in the context of same-sex marriage decisions has been used to emphasize different constitutional rights or values. For example, South Africa and Mexico use dignity differently from Mexico and Brazil, who in turn differ from the United States Supreme Court’s use of the concept. The combination of equality and autonomy arguments with the concept of dignity provides a new framework for family law that has the potential to transform it by abandoning the marriage paradigm.

A. Reinforcing the marriage paradigm

The first set of recurring arguments assumes that marriage is essentially good for society and individuals. The argument advances a pro-marriage perspective that disagrees over who should enter marriage, but nevertheless supports marriage as the paradigm of family formation. Among pro-marriage advocates, some consider heterosexuality central to the view of marriage as an essentially “good” institution, especially as a

---

30. See Franklin, Marrying Liberty, supra note 11, at 855–56 (providing a brief account of these arguments by advocates of same-sex marriage); but see Pleno de la Suprema Corte de Justicia [SCJN] [Supreme Court], Acción de inconstitucionalidad 2/2010, Novena Época, 10 de Agosto de 2010, slip op. ¶ 25–183, available at http://www2.scjn.gob.mx/ConsultaTematica/PaginasPub/DetallePub.aspx?AsuntoID=115026 (outlining the arguments provided by Mexico’s Attorney General challenging same-sex marriage in Mexico City); see also SAME-SEX MARRIAGE: PRO AND CON, supra note 3 (summarizing arguments pro and against same-sex marriage by scholars, civil society and religious actors).
precondition to procreation.31 Others promote same-sex marriage precisely because marriage as an institution makes society better.32 For both sides, however, marriage remains at the center of family law as an institution that societies should embrace. Although there are some variations, these arguments either assume or eventually conclude that marriage is a good thing for society and for the individuals who enter into a marriage. At its core, this argument represents the idealist view of marriage and its purposes.

The United States has an extensive history of protecting marriage based on an argument advancing marriage for marriage’s sake. Three decisions from different periods demonstrate that U.S. courts have treated marriage as vital to the structure of American society.33 As early as 1888, the Supreme Court in Maynard v. Hill stated that marriage “is an institution, in the maintenance of which in its purity the public is deeply interested, for it is the foundation of the family and of society, without which there would be neither civilization nor progress.”34

By the mid twentieth century, the Court maintained its narrative of marriage as essential to American society and the survival of humankind. In Skinner v. Oklahoma, the Court declared that “[m]arriage and procreation are fundamental to the very existence and survival of the race.”35 Finally, in 1978, the Court affirmed marriage as a constitutional right in Zablocki v. Redhail. In Zablocki, the Court referred to marriage as a foundational institution: “it would make little sense to recognize a right of privacy with respect to other matters of family life and not with respect to the decision to enter the relationship that is the foundation of the family in


32. American Foundation for Equal Rights (AFER) was the sponsor of the constitutional challenge to Proposition 8 in California that amended California’s Constitution to define marriage as a union between a man and a woman. On their website, AFER states that “[n]one should be denied the freedom to marry the person he or she loves. Using the latest polling and medical research, AFER has put together the best materials that make the case for why marriage equality is important and a fundamental right that benefits society.” AM. FOUND. FOR EQUAL RIGHTS, Resources, http://www.afer.org/our-work/resources/ (last visited Mar. 11, 2015) (emphasis added). Among scholars supporting same-sex marriage for the quality of marriage, see ESKRIDGE, THE CASE FOR SAME-SEX MARRIAGE, supra note 3, at 8. Eskridge, however, does not advocate for a monolithic system where marriage should be the exclusive gateway to family formation. See, e.g., William N. Eskridge Jr., Family Law Pluralism: The Guided-Choice Regime of Menus, Default Rules, and Override Rules, 100 GEO. L.J. 1881, 1890 (2012).


34. Maynard, 125 U.S. at 211.

35. Skinner, 316 U.S. at 541.
our society."  

1. Conforming to the status quo.

Same-sex marriage advocates have employed the argument that marriage is essentially good in order to justify expanded access to marriage. The first paragraph of the Massachusetts Supreme Court’s decision in Goodridge v. Department of Public Health leaves no doubt about the value that the Massachusetts Supreme Court ascribed to marriage. Writing for the majority, Chief Justice Margaret Marshall began the decision by stating “[m]arriage is a vital social institution. The exclusive commitment of two individuals to each other nurtures love and mutual support; it brings stability to our society.” The decision was a full-throated defense of marriage that ultimately extended the right to marry to same-sex couples. Several paragraphs were devoted to explaining the benefits of marriage.

Given that marriage in the U.S. is an undisputed constitutional right, the court could not have advocated for same-sex marriage while criticizing an institution placed by the Supreme Court at the top of the family law structure. The Massachusetts Supreme Court, however, had a choice of narrative: one based on equal access to an institution that provides tangible legal benefits to couples, or one based on an idea of marriage as essentially good. The court acknowledged the former when it stated that “[s]imply put, the government creates civil marriage. In Massachusetts, civil marriage is, and since pre-Colonial days has been, precisely what its name implies: a wholly secular institution.”

This was the cue that would have allowed the court to move away from the marriage paradigm and argue that similarly situated people should have access to the same secular legal creation and the benefits to which married couples are entitled. The focus, then, would have been on discussing whether same-sex couples were indeed similarly situated to heterosexual couples with access to marriage. The court could have further elaborated on the state-created benefits of marriage.

The equal access line of reasoning would have allowed the Court to reach the same holding, while leaving the following chapters of the

36. Zablocki, 434 U.S. at 386.
38. Id.
39. Id. at 968-69.
40. Id. at 955–57.
41. Id at 954.
42. See id. at 955–57.
Dworkinian chain novel the option to expand on protections for families formed outside marriage. Instead, the court focused on the need for marriage in society:

Civil marriage anchors an ordered society by encouraging stable relationships over transient ones. It is central to the way the Commonwealth identifies individuals, provides for the orderly distribution of property, ensures that children and adults are cared for and supported whenever possible from private rather than public funds, and tracks important epidemiological and demographic data . . . . Because it fulfills yearnings for security, safe haven, and connection that express our common humanity, civil marriage is an esteemed institution, and the decision whether and whom to marry is among life’s momentous acts of self-definition.43

Only after explaining how important marriage was for society, did the court move to the reasoning for equality. 44 The decision stated that the Massachusetts Constitution “affirms the dignity and equality of all individuals. It forbids the creation of second-class citizens.”45 Although the need to affirm the dignity and equality of all individuals may be obvious, it is less clear whether marriage perfects society, or whether it only benefits individuals by providing state-granted benefits.

It is easy to analyze decisions after they are issued and claim that the litigants could have chosen a different strategy. Goodridge was one of the first successful cases on same-sex marriage in the U.S. and as such, the landscape was completely different when compared with the litigation environment in the last few years.46 The litigants chose the strategy that likely had the best possibility of success, given the legal environment in that particular moment in time.47 For the litigants, marriage was desirable for both idealistic and pragmatic reasons.48

43. Id. at 954–55.
44. See id. at 958–68.
45. The decision has two paragraphs about the tangible benefits of marriage and it affirms that “[t]he benefits accessible only by way of a marriage license are enormous, touching nearly every aspect of life and death. The department states that ‘hundreds of statutes’ are related to marriage and to marital benefits.” Id. at 955–56.
46. For an account of the background and history of the Goodridge litigation, see Mary L. Bonauto, Goodridge in Context, 40 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 1, 69 (2005).
47. Mary Bonauto explains how Massachusetts had moved towards an environment more favorable to LGBT rights and the need to litigate same-sex marriage before detractors of same-sex marriage started to push for a constitutional amendment to restrict marriage to one man and one woman. Id. at 27.
48. Mary Bonauto tells us that Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders (GLAD) encountered many same-sex couples who “wished to make [their] commitments legally binding and to share in the community of those who have made marriage vows. This should not be surprising, because LGBT people are part of the larger culture in which marriage represents the ideal institution of connection and commitment.” Id. at 4. At the same time, she recognized that “the fifty dollars a couple spends on a
The Supreme Court of California also used a narrative that reinforced a differentiated status between married and unmarried couples. Citing a prior decision, the court in *In re Marriages Cases* linked marriage and the family as if they were one unique institution:

The family is the basic unit of our society, the center of the personal affections that ennoble and enrich human life. It channels biological drives that might otherwise become socially destructive; it ensures the care and education of children in a stable environment; it establishes continuity from one generation to another; it nurtures and develops the individual initiative that distinguishes a free people. Since the family is the core of our society, the law seeks to foster and preserve marriage.

The narrative of marriage as an institution that makes society better is also found in more recent decisions on same-sex marriage. In *Geiger v. Kitzhaber*, the court’s description of the parties starts by stating, “[a]ll of the plaintiffs share in the characteristics that we would normally look to when we describe the ideals of marriage and family.” Later, the court turns to an argument provided by the State in the plaintiff’s favor:

Simply put, marriage matters. It matters not only for the individuals who decide to enter into the civil union, but also for the state. This is why the state links so many rights and protections to the decision to marry. Strong, stable marriages create unions in which children may be raised to become healthy and productive citizens, in which family members care for those who are sick or in need and would otherwise have to rely on government assistance, and through which community is built and strengthened.

The conformist approach to marriage makes little sense in light of the oft-cited quote from *Planned Parenthood v. Casey*, also cited in *Lawrence v. Texas* and *Goodridge*, on the role of the judiciary: “[o]ur obligation is to define the liberty of all, not to mandate our own moral code.” How is the protection of marriage over all other emotional associations not a mandate of a particular moral code?


50. *In re Marriage Cases*, 183 P.3d at 422. The same decision cites *Elden v. Sheldon*, 758 P.2d 582 (Cal. 1998), in which the California Supreme Court, citing prior decisions, stated that “[t]he joining of the man and woman in marriage is at once the most socially productive and individually fulfilling relationship that one can enjoy in the course of a lifetime.” *In re Marriage Cases*, 183 P.3d at 422.


52. *Id.* at 1137.

Nevertheless, Goodridge triggered a positive outcome by allowing hundreds of people to access benefits that were restricted to married individuals. However, Goodridge did not make same-sex marriage an issue about the protection of families. Instead, Goodridge reinforced the primacy of families formed by marriage, leaving out any mention of families formed outside of marriage. Moreover, the court employed a narrative of assimilation between same-sex couples and heterosexual couples. The decision ensures that readers see the plaintiffs as “equal” to the typical heterosexual middle class American family when it states that “[t]he plaintiffs include business executives, lawyers, an investment banker, educators, therapists, and a computer engineer. Many are active in church, community, and school groups.”

Some of the most recent state decisions on same-sex marriage follow the same strategy of describing the plaintiffs as people who the reader may see as one of their own. As Kenji Yoshino states, “gays ‘acting straight’ are more likely to win straight acceptance.” Showing that same-sex couples that want to get married look just like any other heterosexual couple is a double-edged sword that the LGBT rights movement is constantly struggling with. On the one hand, the movement wants to show that there is nothing different about same-sex couples that would prevent them from functioning in society. On the other, it is difficult to determine how much of this depiction corresponds with a description of individuals as they truly are, or how much it is an act of surrender to the dominant heterosexual culture. Equalizing depictions are more easily accepted by the mainstream, helping to gain more support for a particular cause. Assimilation into the mainstream, however, can also end up destroying the

55. See Goodridge, 798 N.E.2d at 948.
58. “‘When you’ve got an appealing litigant, it makes you want to side with them,’” Michael Klarman, a professor at Harvard Law School and a former clerk for Ruth Bader Ginsburg, said. ‘Of course, you are deciding a case for a much broader group of litigants, so it ought to be irrelevant, but it’s not. With school desegregation, the N.A.A.C.P. accepted only plaintiffs who were middle class, from the best families, well educated, well dressed. When the American Jewish Congress was thinking about school-prayer challenges, they much preferred a Jew to an atheist.’” Ariel Levy, The Perfect Wife, THE NEW YORKER (Sept. 30, 2013) http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2013/09/30/the-perfect-wife.
acceptance of diversity that LGBT individuals have longed for.\(^{59}\)

2. Using the concept of human dignity to expand the protection of the state to other emotional associations.

The concept of human dignity has been used in other countries to overturn discriminatory statutes and practices.\(^{60}\) The use of human dignity reinforces the principles of equality and autonomy that lend themselves to the protection of diverse families, and not exclusively married families. In the United States, human dignity is not a novel concept. Although there is no explicit “dignity clause” in the U.S. Constitution, U.S. courts, like courts in other countries, have based or at least supported constitutional decisions on the premise of human dignity.\(^{61}\) As Jeremey Waldron points out, “there does not seem to be any canonical definition of ‘dignity’ in the law.”\(^{62}\) Its use, therefore, has varied throughout history and was only consistently used as a universal value beginning in the second half of the twentieth century.\(^{63}\) Furthermore, dignity and human dignity are two different concepts that can easily be associated with different historical phases. We learn from Erin Daly that dignity was often used by the Supreme Court in the first half of the twentieth century as a feature of certain institutions that enjoyed special respect, such as courts, the Constitution, or the courthouse.\(^{64}\) The second half of the twentieth century, however, marked the Court’s shift from institutional dignity to human dignity.\(^{65}\)

---

59. See generally Franke, supra note 13, at 239 (critiquing the problem of marriage and assimilation, writing, “The creation of new gay publics outside City Hall, on the pages of the New York Times, and on the six o’clock news are not exactly the gay publics the drag queens at Stonewall had in mind.”).


61. See, e.g., Reva B. Siegel, Dignity and the Politics of Protection: Abortion Restrictions Under Casey/Carhart, 117 YALE L.J. 1694, 1737 (2008) (noting the invocation of dignity in opinions interpreting individual rights guarantees in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments); Vicki C. Jackson, Constitutional Dialogue and Human Dignity: States and Transnational Constitutional Discourse, 65 MONT. L. REV. 15, 16 (2004) (explaining that though the Constitution does not refer to dignity explicitly “there are some cognate concepts in the Constitution’s text, such as the ban on cruel and unusual punishments, the protections of the due process clause, and others that have been developed in the U. S. Supreme Court’s constitutional jurisprudence.”).


63. The first mention of dignity by the U.S. Supreme Court in an individual rights case was in Skinner v. Oklahoma, but its use did not flourish in the Court’s case law until after the 1940s. ERIN DALY, DIGNITY RIGHTS: COURTS, CONSTITUTIONS, AND THE WORTH OF THE HUMAN PERSON 82, 87 (2012).

64. Id. at 71–79.

65. Although American courts pay less attention to international trends and developments than their foreign colleagues, it seems that the narrative of human dignity in the U.S. was influenced, just as other countries were, by the new international world order after Second World War. Id. at 82.
In the last few decades, the United States Supreme Court and state courts have employed the concept of human dignity to inform their decisions on an array of issues. For example, Justice Kennedy has used the concept of human dignity to enhance his decisions on the issues of abortion and same-sex couples. In Goodridge, the Massachusetts Supreme Court also used human dignity as a core element to support same-sex marriage. Unfortunately, that court’s development of the concept was blurred by its concurrent defense of marriage as an essentially good institution.

Human dignity is a complex concept that can have different meanings. The possibility for different interpretations becomes clear when one compares the use of dignity by the South African Constitutional Court to Justice Kennedy’s use of dignity in Lawrence and Windsor. South Africa’s idea of dignity is closely related to a concept of equality before the law. In contrast, Justice Kennedy used a concept of human dignity related to liberty and autonomy in Lawrence, and shifted to an institutional concept of dignity enjoyed by the married couple in Windsor. This seems to be a return to the early twentieth-century approach


67. Siegel, supra note 61, at 1737 (discussing abortion).

68. Goodridge v. Dep’t of Pub. Health, 798 N. E. 2d 941, 948, 965 (Mass. 2003). It may not be a coincidence that Justice Marshall is from South Africa where dignity is a core constitutional concept.

69. Id. at 957.


73. See Minister of Home Affairs v. Foure, 2005 (1) SA 524 (CC) at 49–50, ¶ 78 (S. Afr.) (“[W]hat the applicants in this matter seek is not the right to be left alone, but the right to be acknowledged as equals and to be embraced with dignity by the law.”).

74. The first paragraph of Lawrence clearly states that the constitutionality of the sodomy statutes is a matter of liberty: “[l]iberty presumes an autonomy of self that includes freedom of thought, belief, expression, and certain intimate conduct. The instant case involves liberty of the person both in its spatial and in its more transcendent dimensions.” Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 562. Later, the decision states that “[i]t suffices for us to acknowledge that adults may choose to enter upon this relationship in the confines of their homes and their own private lives and still retain their dignity as free persons. When sexuality finds overt expression in intimate conduct with another person, the conduct can be but one element in a personal bond that is more enduring. The liberty protected by the Constitution allows homosexual persons the right to make this choice.” Id. at 567.
characterizing dignity as status or as respect owed to an institution. The Ninth Circuit employed a similar approach in *Perry v. Brown*, indicating that the state conferred dignity to the “highest form of a committed relationship [marriage] and to the individuals who have entered into it.”

Dignity has been conceptualized differently in other areas of the law. In the abortion context, Reva Siegel has identified three different meanings of dignity: “dignity of life, dignity of liberty, and dignity as equality.” In *Lawrence*, Justice Kennedy also referred to dignity mainly as a consequence of liberty. People who choose their partner and engage in sexual conduct “in the confines of their homes and their own private lives . . . still retain their dignity as free persons.” Dignity in this context refers to the right of individuals to be fully autonomous in choosing their partners without diminishing their status as human beings worthy of recognition. The decision states that “[t]he liberty protected by the Constitution allows homosexual persons the right to make this choice.”

In *Windsor*, Justice Kennedy was once again presented with the opportunity to advance an American constitutional concept of dignity. Adhering to *Lawrence*, he employed the concept of dignity as linked to liberty as a basis for overthrowing the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA). The decision, however, added the concept of dignity as derived from marriage. In other words, people retain their dignity by having the possibility of entering into a marriage. It seems that dignity comes not so much from the ability to choose to marry (or to choose not to marry), but from the status of being married:

- It seems fair to conclude that, until recent years, many citizens had not even considered the possibility that two persons of the same sex might aspire to occupy the same status and dignity as that of a man and woman in lawful marriage. For marriage between a man and a woman no doubt had been thought of by most people as essential to the very definition of that term and to its role and function throughout the history of civilization.

- The idea of dignity derived from marriage is reinforced again when Justice Kennedy writes:

> By its recognition of the validity of same-sex marriages performed in other jurisdictions and then by authorizing same-sex unions and same-sex marriages, New York sought to give further protection

---

76. Siegel, *supra* note 61, at 1737.
77. *Lawrence*, 539 U.S. at 558.
78. *Id.* at 567.
79. *Id.* This is also the Mexican approach as discussed below. See infra I.B.2.
and dignity to that bond. For same-sex couples who wished to be married, the State acted to give their lawful conduct a lawful status. This status is a far-reaching legal acknowledgment of the intimate relationship between two people, a relationship deemed by the State worthy of dignity in the community equal with all other marriages. It reflects both the community’s considered perspective on the historical roots of the institution of marriage and its evolving understanding of the meaning of equality.81

Although Windsor is not a decision on the constitutionality of same-sex marriage, it changed the landscape of same-sex marriage litigation.82 According to the organization Freedom to Marry, by October 2014, less than two years after Windsor, there were more than eighty cases challenging traditional marriage statutes, with more than forty decisions favoring same-sex marriage, and only two decisions rejecting same-sex marriage.83 Of the twenty-four final decisions, two followed the institutional dignity narrative of Windsor.84 Although both Geiger and Whitewood v. Wolf also reference the tangible rights and benefits that come with marriage, they use a strong institutional dignity narrative based on Windsor.85 They speak of humiliation, degradation, and stigma,86 and borrow from Windsor’s narrative on dignity to explain the humiliation faced by the children of the plaintiffs.87

It is clear that U.S. courts are using dignity to justify decisions in

81. Id. at 2692–93.
82. A year after Windsor, more than 70 cases from all states/territories without same-sex marriage had been litigated or were pending in U.S. courts. For an accurate up to date account, see FREEDOM TO MARRY, www.freedomtomarry.org (last visited Feb. 5, 2015).
83. See id. The two decisions against same-sex marriage are Borman v. Pyles-Borman, No. 2014CV36, 2014 WL 4251133 (Tenn. Ct. Aug. 5, 2014), and Robicheaux et. al v. Caldwell, 2 F. Supp. 3d 910 (E.D. La. 2014). In Borman the plaintiff challenged Tennessee’s Anti-Recognition Law that declares void and unenforceable in Tennessee out of state valid marriages if prohibited by Tennessee. The decision states that Windsor did not “give an opinion concerning whether a State must accept as valid a same-sex marriage allowed in another State.” Borman, 2014 WL 4251133, at *3. The opinion found that “the laws and the Constitution of Tennessee do not deny equal protection because they do not burden a fundamental right, target a suspect class or intentionally treat one differently that others similarly situated without any rational basis or difference.” Id. In Robicheaux a U.S. District Court decided that “[t]he State of Louisiana has a legitimate interest under a rational basis standard of review for addressing the meaning of marriage through the democratic process,” dismissing the challenge to Louisiana’s ban on same-sex marriage and lack of recognition of out-of-state same-sex marriages. Robicheaux, 2 F. Supp. 3d at 913.
86. Id. at 1136, 1139; Whitewood, 992 F. Supp. 2d at 421.
87. Geiger, 994 F. Supp. 2d at 1144; Whitewood, 992 F. Supp. 2d at 417 (“In the words of Deb Whitewood, ‘[t]he lack of same-sex marriage] sends the message to our children that their family is less deserving of respect and support than other families. That’s a hurtful message.’”).
different areas. It is not clear, however, that all courts are using dignity as a univocal concept. In the case of gay and lesbian rights, we see a concept of human dignity attached to freedom of choice, and a concept of institutional dignity attached to marriage. Which one will prevail depends on how this concept continues developing in the future.

The second use of dignity harkens back to institutional dignity as applied by the Court in the first half of the twentieth century. This is not a universal concept of dignity. Rather, it is selective because it does not apply to all institutions. According to the Court, only some institutions possess dignity, and marriage is one of them. The use of dignity in *Windsor* as derived from marriage curtails freedom. As the rationale goes, some choices are better than others, even if the alternatives do not violate equality, due process, or any other constitutional right. Under this theory, marriage provides couples with a kind of dignity that unmarried couples cannot access.

B. Dignity, equality, and autonomy: the transformation of family law through same-sex marriage

The second set of arguments in litigation dealing with same-sex marriage is based on a claim for equality and autonomy. This argument supports extending marriage to same-sex couples because it is the right thing to do, and not because marriage is essentially good, but because similarly situated groups of people should be treated equally. Arbitrarily depriving one group of people a right that another group enjoys cannot have a reasonable aim. Same-sex marriage advocates within this debate agree that marriage should be expanded, but not all of them assert as a primary reason that marriage is essential to society. At the forefront of equalization between married and unmarried individuals, it is thus possible to find same-sex marriage advocates for pragmatic reasons and advocates of equal treatment between married and unmarried people. These arguments do not require courts to take a position on the importance of marriage as an institution. These arguments reinforce individual rights, such as equality and autonomy, as core elements of society. Whether it is marriage, contraceptives, jobs, or healthcare, a benefit granted to heterosexuals should be granted to everyone else that is similarly situated.

Within this context, the focus of the same-sex marriage debate shifts from the legal meaning of marriage to the meaning of equality, autonomy, or both. The decisions analyzed below share a similar rationale. Each one allows constitutional principles to take on an evolving role to accommodate

88. See Polikoff, *supra* note 13, at 593.
new situations. All of these decisions tackle different arguments presented to the court by the parties to the litigation. However, they all refer to concepts of equality and autonomy as the grounds for providing rights to same-sex couples, and moving towards the recognition of same-sex marriage. This is the case in Canada, South Africa, Mexico, Spain, Portugal, Brazil, Colombia, and, with some limitations, the U.S. state of Iowa.

Additionally, most of these decisions refer to dignity as a foundation for granting same-sex marriage. Unlike the U.S. Supreme Court in Windsor, other courts have linked dignity to equality and autonomy. South Africa mostly refers to dignity as a quality that provides all individuals with equality of worth. Mexico, Brazil, Spain, and Colombia refer to dignity as linked to the right to autonomy, especially in the context of making decisions on family formation. Finally, all of these decisions refer to constitutional principles that adapt to new realities, or refer to a constitutional protection of the family in which what constitutes a family depends on the social construction of that concept.

89. The exception to this trend is Canada. Reference re Same-Sex Marriage does not mention dignity as a part of its reasoning. See Reference re Same-Sex Marriage, [2004] 3 S.C.R. 698 (Can.). The Supreme Court of Canada has struggled with the use of human dignity as a constitutional value. Although it was a common ground in decisions until the 1990s, the “Law test” established in the case Law v. Canada required the party arguing discrimination to show injury to dignity. See Law v. Canada, [1999] S.C.R. 497 (Can). In 2008, the Canadian Supreme Court confirmed that “the protection of all of the rights guaranteed by the Charter has as its lodestar the promotion of human dignity.” R. v. Kapp, [2008] S.C.R. 483, 504 (Can.). It did, however, criticize it as “an abstract and subjective notion” that can “become confusing and difficult to apply;” and a standard that had “proven to be an additional burden on equality claimants, rather than the philosophical enhancement it was intended to be.” Id. For an analysis of the use of dignity by the Supreme Court of Canada, see James R. Fyfe, Dignity as Theory: Competing Conceptions of Human Dignity at the Supreme Court of Canada, 70 SASK. L. REV. 1–27 (2007).


91. See Fourie, SA 524 ¶¶ 11, 15, 26, 28, 31, 47, 50, 53, 78, 79, 80, 108, 114 and 115. In a few paragraphs, like 36 and 54, the decision seems to link dignity with privacy. Id. ¶¶ 36, 54. In paragraphs 36, 48, and 95, the Court mentions dignity, equality and privacy. Id. ¶¶ 36, 48, 95. Finally, there are a few paragraphs where it is unclear if the Court is referring to dignity as privacy, equality, or even as status derived from marriage. Id. ¶¶ 57, 61, 80 and 88. Paragraph 115, however, leaves no doubt that dignity for the Constitutional Court is closely linked to equality. Id. ¶ 115.

92. SCJN, Acción De Inconstitucionalidad 2/2010, ¶¶ 260, 262, 269, 315; S.T.C., Nov. 6, 2012; Corte Constitucional, Sentencia C-577/11.

Transforming the debate from marriage to equality opens up different fronts for advancing the protection of unmarried families. Equality arguments require a comparison between the behaviors of married couples with that of the group seeking equal protection. An equality discussion requires an elevation of the actual substance of relationships over the formality of a marriage certificate. A review of substantive reasons for protecting certain associations over others forces us to look into the functions that each association performs. Real change is triggered by discussions on the basis of equality and autonomy. If societies value the right of each individual to autonomously determine her personal life, denying the right to family life outside the married family becomes difficult to justify.

1. The right to equality of family associations: the South African and Colombian approach to dignity and equality.

Several courts have used equality and equal protection arguments in their decisions to allow same-sex marriage. Two of these stand out for the richness of their analysis on equality and dignity. Both South Africa and Colombia’s constitutional courts have based their decisions on same-sex marriage in the constitutional value of dignity. Both courts provide an analysis of equal protection based on the idea of human dignity. Colombia’s 2011 decision on same-sex marriage created a legal limbo that has ended with new cases on the Court’s docket. This section analyzes the use of dignity and equality in both South Africa and Colombia. It ends with brief analyses of other decisions worth mentioning in this context such as those from Brazil, Portugal, and some U.S. courts.

a. South Africa

In 2005, the Constitutional Court of South Africa decided *Minister of Home Affairs v. Fourie*, giving the legislature one year to pass legislation that would allow same-sex couples to marry. The decision issued by Justice Albie Sachs used a narrative based on equality and dignity from beginning to end. It started by telling the story of Ms. Marié Adriaana Fourie and Ms. Cecelia Johanna Bonthuys, applicants in the first of the two cases that were decided together. The decision did not say anything about

95. *Fourie*, SA 524 ¶ 156.
96. See id.
97. The second case against the Minister of Home Affairs was a case launched in the
who the plaintiffs were or what they did for a living. The reader was only told that they were both women.98

Finding themselves strongly attracted to each other, two people went out regularly and eventually decided to set up home together. After being acknowledged by their friends as a couple for more than a decade, they decided that the time had come to get public recognition and registration of their relationship, and formally to embrace the rights and responsibilities they felt should flow from and attach to it. Like many persons in their situation, they wanted to get married. There was one impediment. They are both women.99

The Court did not labor to present the plaintiffs as similar to heterosexual married couples. The plaintiffs were presented as just two people who “eventually decided to set up home together.”100 This narrative of the facts is very different from the one that the Massachusetts Supreme Court presented in Goodridge. The South African story is about two people who care for each other and want to get married. Goodridge, however, is about how same-sex couples seeking to get married were similar to all other heterosexual middle-class couples with access to marriage. In Fourie we do not know whether the women in the case are professionals or on welfare, nor do we know if they are active members of a church or agnostics. In Fourie, the Court first addressed if the law “den[jed] equal protection to and discriminate[d] unfairly against same-sex couples by not including them in the provisions of the Marriage Act.”101 The government advanced two arguments against the plaintiffs. First, the government argued there was no constitutional right to marry.102 The Constitution “merely guaranteed to same-sex couples the right to establish their own forms of family life without interference from the state.”103 Second, marriage was historically and by nature a heterosexual institution.104 The Court answered both claims in a way that reinforced the principles of equality and the role of the South African Constitution in protecting families over marriages. The Court reasoned that although the right to marry may not be in the Constitution, “[i]t does not follow . . . that the Constitution does nothing to protect that right, and with it, the concomitant

Johannesburg High Court on July 8, 2004 by the Lesbian and Gay Equality Project and eighteen others in the Equality Project. See id. ¶ 44.

98. Id. ¶ 1.
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. Id. ¶ 45.
102. Id. ¶ 46.
103. Id.
104. Id.
right to be treated equally and with dignity in the exercise of that right.\textsuperscript{105} These words marked the beginning of the court’s transformational approach to same-sex marriage.\textemdash Fourie did not dismiss marriage as an institution that should not be protected. On the contrary, it devoted several paragraphs to explaining the benefits of marriage. There were, however, no arguments advocating that marriage is by its very nature good for society. The Court’s arguments were all based on tangible and intangible benefits and duties attached to legal marriages. Among them, the duty to support one another was explained as one of the most important consequences of marriage.\textsuperscript{106} The decision also referred to consequences for the distribution of property and parental obligations.\textsuperscript{107} The overall tone of the decision emphasized that the meaning of marriage is not as important as the fact that it is a private choice that should be available, for the sake of equality and dignity, to same-sex couples.

\textit{Fourie}, therefore, was not a decision that rested on marriage, but rather on equality. More important still, it was a decision that incorporated a concept of equality which did not demand assimilation into the heterosexual majority. To the contrary, the decision embraced diversity not only with regard to individual choices, but also concerning the families that South Africa is willing to protect. The lack of information about Ms. Fourie and her partner Ms. Bonthouys is essential to the point the court is making about diversity, both on the individual and familial levels.

In particular, three full paragraphs of the decision were devoted to explaining “the right to be different.”\textsuperscript{108} This section of the decision started with an explanation of the role of the modern South African Constitution in representing “a radical rupture with a past based on intolerance and exclusion, and the movement forward to the acceptance of the need to develop a society based on equality and respect by all for all.”\textsuperscript{109} The decision went on to embrace individual diversity as a main component of equality: “[e]quality means equal concern and respect across difference. It does not presuppose the elimination or suppression of difference.”\textsuperscript{110}

Here, it is important to note what the \textit{Fourie} Court did not do. Accepting the right to be different does not prevent a country from favoring one type of family association over others. Marriage, therefore, could have been defended as the preferred family association and the Court could have

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{105} \textit{Id.} \textsuperscript{¶} 47.
  \item \textsuperscript{106} \textit{Id.} \textsuperscript{¶} 65.
  \item \textsuperscript{107} \textit{Id.} \textsuperscript{¶} 66–67.
  \item \textsuperscript{108} \textit{Id.} \textsuperscript{¶} 59–61.
  \item \textsuperscript{109} \textit{Id.} \textsuperscript{¶} 59.
  \item \textsuperscript{110} \textit{Id.} \textsuperscript{¶} 60.
\end{itemize}
granted it a privileged status while at the same time embracing individual diversity. Yet it refrained from doing so, stating that the “family as contemplated by the Constitution can be constituted in different ways and legal conceptions of the family and what constitutes family life should change as social practices and traditions change . . . ” Explaining why marriage is not a constitutional right, the decision states, “South Africa has a multitude of family formations that are evolving rapidly as our society develops, so that it is inappropriate to entrench any particular form as the only socially and legally acceptable one.”

It could be argued that the multiculturalism specific to South Africa forms the basis for the Court’s decision to allow same-sex marriage. From this perspective, the Court’s decision could be viewed as a discussion based on local traditions that cannot be used to establish any commonalities with foreign decisions. In 2005, however, no ethnic South African groups performed same-sex marriages as part of their traditions. In addition to the Marriage Act of 1961, there was also a statute recognizing customary marriages. Therefore, the Court could have concluded that associations not included in the two statutes regulating marriage were foreign to the South African Constitution. It decided, however, to rest its decision on the constitutional principles of dignity and equality, and broaden the scope of family protection.

111. Although there is no express right to marriage in the South African Constitution, the document establishes under Article 15 on Freedom of Religion, Belief and Opinion that its protection “does not prevent legislation recognizing marriages concluded under any tradition, or a system of religious, personal or family law.” There is enough textual foundation to justify a protection of marriage over other associations. See S. AFR. CONST., 1996.

112. Fourie, SA 524 ¶ 15.

113. Id. ¶ 59.

114. The first traditional same-sex wedding in South Africa was celebrated on April of 2013. See Africa’s first traditional gay wedding: Men make history as they marry in full tribal costume, DAILYMAIL.COM (Apr. 9, 2013, 4:06 AM), http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2306180/Africa-s-traditional-gay-wedding-Men-make-history-marry-tribal-costume-say-i-want-parents.html#ixzz3GYIJJh5D. According to South African LGBT rights advocate Melanie Judge, when the bill on same-sex marriage was before the South African Parliament in 2006, “the Congress of Traditional Leaders of South Africa (Contralesa) submitted that ‘the institution of traditional leadership is the sole and authentic voice of the overwhelming majority of the people of South Africa living in traditional communities . . . [and that] same-sex marriage is against nature, culture (all types of culture), religion and common sense, let alone decency,’” Melanie Judge, The culture of the chiefs is a set-back for gender and sexual rights, QUEERY: QUESTIONING THE (NOT SO) OBVIOUS (Apr. 18, 2012), http://queery.oia.co.za/2012/04/the-culture-of-the-chiefs-is-a-set-back-for-gender-and-sexual-rights/.

115. Marriage Act 25 of 1961 (S. Afr.). South Africa regulates customary marriages through the Recognition of Customary Marriages Act N. 120 of 1998 (S. Afr.). The Act regulates marriages “concluded in accordance with customary law.” Id. § 1. Customary law “means the customs and usages traditionally observed among the indigenous African peoples of South Africa and which form part of the culture of those peoples.” Id.
South Africa is famous for using dignity as a main pillar of constitutional doctrine.\textsuperscript{116} The 2005 \textit{Fourie} decision referred more than forty times to the concept of dignity as a justification for opening marriage to couples of the same sex.\textsuperscript{117} Dignity, as used by the South African Constitutional Court, is closely tied to the inherent equality of all human beings. In the words of the late Justice Arthur Chaskalson,

Acknowledging that dignity is a difficult concept to capture in precise terms, the Constitutional Court has held that the constitutional protection of dignity requires us at the least “to acknowledge the value and worth of all individuals as members of our society” and to treat all with “equal respect and concern.” Building on that has given dignity a central role in the Court’s evolving jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{118}

The strong protection of dignity as a form of equality comes from an explicit reference to dignity in the South African Constitution,\textsuperscript{119} and a history of massive racial discrimination under apartheid.\textsuperscript{120} Dignity is a principle of equality of worth.\textsuperscript{121} Early in the \textit{Fourie} decision, Justice Sachs cited Justice Cameron’s lower court decision:

\begin{quote}
The sting of the past and continuing discrimination against both gays and lesbians’ lies in the message it conveys, namely, that viewed as individuals or in their same-sex relationships, they “do not have the inherent dignity and are not worthy of the human respect possessed by and accorded to heterosexuals and their relationships.” This “denies to gays and lesbians that which is foundational to our Constitution and the concepts of equality and dignity” namely that “all persons have the same inherent worth and dignity,” whatever their other differences may be.\textsuperscript{122}
\end{quote}

\textit{Fourie} also characterizes dignity as autonomy. Justice Sachs wrote, “the capacity to choose to get married enhances the liberty, the autonomy


\textsuperscript{117} \textit{Fourie}, SA 524.


\textsuperscript{119} \textit{See} S. Afr. Const., 1996. §10 of the South African Constitution states that: “[e]veryone has inherent dignity and the right to have their dignity respected and protected.” \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{120} “Respect for the dignity of all human beings is particularly important in South Africa. For apartheid was a denial of a common humanity. Black people were refused respect and dignity and thereby the dignity of all South Africans was diminished. The new Constitution rejects this past and affirms the equal worth of all South Africans. Thus recognition and protection is the touchstone of the new political order and is fundamental to the new Constitution.” Chaskalson, \textit{Human Dignity}, supra note 116, at 1381.

\textsuperscript{121} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{122} \textit{Fourie}, SA 524 ¶ 15.
and the dignity of a couple committed for life to each other."\textsuperscript{123} In other words, it is not marriage \textit{per se} that gives individuals dignity, instead, dignity is derived from the capacity to \textit{choose} to marry. Most of \textit{Fourie}'s references to dignity, however, relate to a sense of equality of worth that necessarily leads to equality of treatment.\textsuperscript{124}

The test, according to Justice Sachs, "whether majoritarian or minoritarian positions are involved, must always be whether the measure under scrutiny promotes or retards the achievement of human dignity, equality and freedom."\textsuperscript{125} Recognition of a human being’s worth and the equality of treatment that follows from this recognition are at the core of the South African concept of dignity.

\textit{Fourie} not only opened the space for same-sex couples to access marriage, but on its way to accomplishing that, it created the conditions necessary for future decisions to focus on the protection of diverse families outside the marriage paradigm.

b. Colombia

In 2011, the Colombia Constitutional Court (CCC) was asked to review whether marriage limited to heterosexual couples was unconstitutional. This development was inevitable, given the number of decisions that the CCC had issued in the previous fourteen years regarding the rights of same-sex couples.\textsuperscript{126} It was only a matter of time until the right to marriage was also placed on the Court’s docket. Decision C-577/11, however, fell short of declaring the lack of marriage for same-sex couples unconstitutional. The CCC’s decision created a double standard for the constitutional protection of LGBT rights.\textsuperscript{127}

Similar to the Constitutional Court of South Africa’s decision in \textit{Fourie}, the CCC’s ruling recognized a lack of protection for same-sex couples.\textsuperscript{128} Both courts considered that their role was to acknowledge and confront the inequality between same-sex and heterosexual couples, but to leave the specific remedy for this inequality to the legislature.\textsuperscript{129} The CCC, however, was less emphatic in its instructions to the Colombian Congress

\textsuperscript{123} \textit{Id.} ¶ 16.
\textsuperscript{124} \textit{Id.} ¶ 80.
\textsuperscript{125} \textit{Id.} ¶ 94.
\textsuperscript{126} For an analysis of Colombian case law on LGBT rights see also Albarracin and Rivera, \textit{supra} note 4.
\textsuperscript{127} Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], julio 26, 2011, Sentencia C-577/11, Gaceta Judicial [G.J.] (No. 30) (Colom.).
\textsuperscript{128} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{129} \textit{Fourie}, SA 524 ¶ 101; \textit{see also} Corte Constitucional, Sentencia C-577/11.
than the South African Constitutional Court. The Colombian decision did not mandate the legislature to open up marriage to same-sex couples. Instead, the Court explained that the legislature was the exclusive branch with the freedom to choose specific protections for same-sex relationships and to define the scope of those protections. Thus, the legislature was instructed to grant same-sex couples wishing to formalize their union all rights and obligations derived from the heterosexual marriage, either through marriage, or through a different institution.

The reasoning of the CCC is interesting because the Colombian constitutional framework, like the South African Constitution, but unlike most Latin American constitutions, openly recognizes the potential for diverse family associations. The constitutional “family” therefore, is not only the married family. The Colombian Constitution states that, in addition to the legal ties of marriage, a family is formed by the responsible desire to establish one. Consequently with the constitutional mandate, the CCC reinforced its case law on family diversity, stating:

[T]he family that comes from the free union is also worthy of constitutional protection and the Constitution places it on an equal basis with the one that comes from marriage, because the State and society guarantee an integral protection of the family “regardless of its constitution by legal or natural ties” and, therefore, the honor, dignity, and intimacy of the family are inviolable [and] the legislator “cannot issue regulations that create a differentiated treatment of rights and obligations between those who are married and those who are part of a permanent union.”

The decision could have followed the South African model, which reasoned that as long as there were benefits attached to marriage, same-sex couples that wanted to marry should have access to that institution. The CCC, however, restricted itself to a more literal interpretation of the Constitution that recognized heterosexual marriage as constitutionally protected and, at the same time, honored its case law on equality and the protection of the unmarried family. In order to do this, it affirmed that the heterosexual nature of constitutionally protected marriage did not hinder the possibility of protecting same-sex couples. Furthermore, the
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CCC accepted the petitioner’s basic claim that the lack of a legal means for same-sex couples to formalize their unions was unconstitutional. It did not, however, accept the obvious result of that reasoning: that marriage must be made available to same-sex couples. Instead, the CCC gave a vague mandate to the legislature to provide same-sex couples with a formality:

The legislature . . . has the task of finding a way to formalize and solemnize a legal link between members of a same-sex couple who may freely want to make use of it and, thus, the Court understands that the freedom to give the name it may deem appropriate to that link, as well as to define its scope, provided that, more than the name, what matters are the specific provisions that identify the rights and obligations distinctive to that legal relationship and the way such relationships are formalized and solemnized is reserved to the representative organ. 

The CCC thus referred the matter to the Colombian Congress, just as other courts around the world have done before it. The CCC, however, already had a robust case law in favor of equality and dignity of individuals of different sexual orientations and gender identities. Accordingly, the

s

summarizes its options about the constitutionality of same-sex marriage as follows: a) same-sex marriage can be a constitutional mandate, b) same-sex marriage is constitutionally forbidden, or c) the constitution neither mandates nor prohibits same-sex marriage, and therefore Congress may regulate it. S.T.C., Acórdão No. 121/2010, 82, DIÁRIO DA REPÚBLICA, 2ª SÉRIE [D.R.] 28.4.2010, 22367, 22370 (Port.). The Tribunal decided that the constitutional protection of heterosexual marriage did not forbid the legislature from opening marriage to same-sex couples. Id.

138. Corte Constitucional, Sentencia C-577/11. Same-sex couples already had access to de facto unions.
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140. See also Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], noviembre 30, 1994, Sentencia T-539/1994 (Colom.) (declaring unconstitutional the censorship of TV ads showing same-sex couples kissing); Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], septiembre 9, 1998, Sentencia C-481/1998 (Colom.) (declaring unconstitutional the discrimination of gays in the military); Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], septiembre 18, 2003, Sentencia T-808/2003 (Colom.) (declaring unconstitutional the exclusion of gays from the Boy Scouts organization in Colombia); Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], febrero 7, 2007, Sentencia C-075/07 (Colom.) (declaring that the property regime established for de facto heterosexual marital unions applied to same-sex couples); Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], octubre 3, 2007, Sentencia C-811/2007 (Colom.) (expanding to same-sex couples the right to include their partners into health care insurance plans); Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], abril 16, 2008, Sentencia C-336/2008 (Colom.) (expanding survivor’s pension benefits to same-sex couples); Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], agosto 20, 2008, Sentencia C-798/2008 (Colom.) (declaring the right to alimony for members of a same-sex couple after it separates); Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], enero 28, 2009, Sentencia C-029/2009 (Colom.) (declaring 26 different statutes constitutional only if applied on equal terms to same-sex couples). These statutes covered the concept of “family,” and “family group,” among others. For a detailed explanation of these decisions see Natalia Ramirez and Daniel Bonilla, Universidad de Los Andes Public Interest Law Group, Colombia, 19 Am. U. J. GENDER SOC. POL’Y & L. 97, 97 (2011).
CCC’s decision fell short of its own precedents at the very last moment. The Court reasoned that same-sex couples were a family. It provided an analysis that made same-sex couples and different-sex couples indistinguishable from one another. The decision was moving towards one and only one direction: marriage equality. At the last moment, however, the Court chose to bypass its logical conclusion, choosing instead to fully defer to the discretion of the Colombian Congress.

Interestingly, the Court established a deadline for the Colombian Congress to act. If by June 20, 2013, Congress did not reach a statutory solution, same-sex couples could go to a notary public “to formalize and solemnize a contractual link that may allow them to constitute a family, according to the scope that, by then, may be legally attributable to this type of union.” With this sentence, the Court made its decision completely circular. On the one hand, same-sex couples were like different-sex couples with one difference—marriage. Congress had to treat same-sex couples and different-sex couples equally, but it did not have to open marriage up to same-sex couples. Congress’ failure to find a solution by June 20, 2013 would allow same-sex couples to become eligible to formalize their relationships before a notary public. This formalization would have legal effect, but in the absence of Congress’ action, there would be no law to legally recognize such formalizations. The decision, therefore, would only produce confusion if Congress did not comply with the Court’s mandate.

The June 20, 2013 deadline passed. Not only did the legislature not pass a same-sex marriage statute, the Colombian Senate rejected a same-sex marriage bill by a vote of fifty-one to seventeen. After a few weeks of uncertainty, notaries began issuing legal marriage certificates to same-sex couples and some judges began to solemnize same-sex marriages. However, other judges declared the same same-sex marriages performed by these judges as null and void. The situation was again brought to the
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CCC under two constitutional claims presented by same-sex couples. Currently, it is unclear when the CCC will issue a decision that ends the current legal confusion.

c. Other examples of dignity and equality: Brazil, Portugal, and the United States.

In 2011, the Federal Supreme Tribunal (STF), the highest court of Brazil, granted same-sex couples the right to enter into permanent unions, a right that heterosexual couples already enjoyed. This decision paved the way for the National Justice Council of Brazil to prohibit Brazilian authorities from refusing to perform same-sex marriages. The 2011 STF decision was based on several grounds, including the right to equality. Namely, the Court concluded that all individuals must be treated with equal respect. A different opinion in the same decision referred to dignity in a way that implied a right to equality: “one is no more or less dignified by the fact of having been born a man or a woman.” The decision, however, placed a greater emphasis on dignity as linked to autonomy.

Also in 2011, the Constitutional Tribunal of Portugal (TCP) decided if legislation amending Portugal’s marriage statute to include same-sex marriage was a constitutional violation. The court arrived at the conclusion that its Constitution did not prohibit same-sex marriage and, therefore, the legislature could amend the definition of marriage to include same-sex couples. The Constitution of Portugal states that all
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constitutional rights are based on the respect for human dignity. The TCP decision, therefore, mentions dignity several times. It is not clear, however, if the TCP is equating dignity with equality or autonomy. Overall, however, it is clear that the decision was based on the right to equality. Interestingly, the Spanish Constitutional Court took a similar approach. Using a parallel framework, it reached a comparable decision by relying mainly on the right to equality.

In the United States, two decisions post-Windsor granted same-sex marriage without entering into the institutional dignity argument provided by Windsor. Neither decision argued that marriage is a societal need that ought to be protected. The Supreme Court of New Jersey and the Supreme Court of New Mexico decided these cases by focusing on the fact that same-sex couples were deprived of tangible benefits that came with the institution of marriage. This analysis is more apparent in Garden State Equality v. Dow than in Griego because the New Jersey Civil Union Act already granted all of the rights and benefits of marriage to same-sex couples in civil unions except the label of “marriage.” The plaintiffs in Garden State argued that after Windsor, civil union couples did not have access to the federal benefits afforded to married couples. The New Jersey Supreme Court could have followed Windsor and engaged with the institutional dignity that comes with marriage. However, it did not talk about the humiliation faced by children, or the role of marriage in perfecting society. It only focused on the benefits same-sex couples were
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deprived of by not having access to the label of “marriage,” and whether this deprivation violated the court’s previous decision in Lewis v. Harris.\textsuperscript{164}

In Griego, the Supreme Court of New Mexico determined that New Mexico was constitutionally required to allow same-sex marriage.\textsuperscript{165} The court’s equal protection analysis did not focus on institutional dignity or on the need to protect marriage. It only focused on whether heterosexual and “same-gender” couples were similarly situated and, therefore, whether they should be afforded the same treatment.\textsuperscript{166} The decision did not focus on the purpose of marriage, but on the purpose of New Mexico’s marriage laws.\textsuperscript{167} The court indicated that the purpose of these laws was “to bring stability and order to the legal relationships of committed couples by defining their rights and responsibilities to one another, their children if they choose to raise children together, and their property.”\textsuperscript{168} It concluded that barring same-gender couples from marrying based on their sexual orientation violated the Equal Protection Clause of the New Mexico Constitution.\textsuperscript{169}

Both Garden State and Griego took a pragmatic approach towards marriage. Both courts reasoned that as long as there were specific rights and obligations derived from marriage, there should be equal access to the institution that sets those rights and obligations.

2. The right to choose a family: the Mexican approach to dignity and autonomy

Dignity attached to autonomy provides a solid ground for future recognition of unmarried families. The Supreme Court of Mexico has developed a strong case law on dignity as attached to autonomy and its decisions on same-sex marriage reflect this approach. Other countries that have based their same-sex marriage decisions on an idea of autonomy as attached to dignity include Spain and Brazil. The cases analyzed below all focus on the right of individuals to make decisions as long as other constitutional rights are respected.

a. Mexico: dignity and individuality

In a 2008 decision, the Mexican Supreme Court (SCJN) elaborated on the concept of dignity as linked to the free development of one’s

\textsuperscript{164} See generally id. (referencing Lewis v. Harris, 908 A.2d 196 (N.J. 2006)).
\textsuperscript{165} Griego, 316 P.3d at 872.
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\textsuperscript{169} Id.
individuality (libre desarrollo de la personalidad). This right includes, among others, the freedom to choose freely and autonomously to marry, to have children, and the right to sexual identity. The SCJN concluded, therefore, that choosing to live with a person of the same or of a different sex was also part of the free development of one’s individuality and therefore one’s human dignity. In a previous case recognizing sexual identity, the SCJN had already included a person’s sexuality within the concept of dignity as autonomy by stating that:

[S]exuality is an essential component of a person’s life and her psyche; it forms part of the most personal and intimate sphere of human life. That is why sexual self-determination is transcendental to the recognition of human dignity and its full development; and that is why the constitutional protection includes a free decision regarding sexuality.

In 2010, the SCJN was confronted with the question of whether the Mexican Constitution limited marriage to heterosexual couples. If that were the case, the Federal District Congress would have overstepped its authority by amending the definition of marriage established in Mexico’s Civil Code to include couples of the same sex. That was the position of Mexico’s Attorney General, who challenged the constitutionality of the amendment. The Attorney General claimed that, although the Mexican Constitution did not contain a definition of marriage, Article 4 of the Constitution implies that marriage is an association that can only take place between a man and a woman when it states that a foreign woman who marries a Mexican man or a foreign man who marries a Mexican woman can only become Mexican citizens by naturalization. The Constitution, therefore, did not contemplate the option of a man marrying a man or a
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woman marrying a woman.\textsuperscript{177}

According to the Attorney General, this provision necessarily meant that the Mexican Constitution limited marriage to heterosexual couples.\textsuperscript{178} Therefore, the only family protected by the Mexican Constitution was the heterosexual, married family.\textsuperscript{179} Given that sexual orientation and identity had already been declared part of human dignity by the SCJN in 2008, the exclusion of same-sex couples from marriage in 2010 would have to come from a distinction that did not offend human dignity.\textsuperscript{180} As has been done in other countries, the Attorney General looked to procreation for the answer.\textsuperscript{181} This approach did not convince the SCJN, which disregarded procreation as essential to marriage.\textsuperscript{182} Instead, the court focused on the right to dignity as autonomy, in other words, the right to the free development of one’s individuality.\textsuperscript{183} The court concluded that this right included the right to choose to marry.\textsuperscript{184} If sexual orientation is included in the concept of dignity, people consequently have the right to choose whom to marry.\textsuperscript{185}

The SCJN established a framework of dignity as related to the free development of one’s individuality, and only after that did it analyze constitutionality of same-sex marriage under an equality framework. Like the South African Constitutional Court, the SCJN highlighted that the Mexican Constitution prohibits any discrimination based on sex or any other reason that may attack human dignity.\textsuperscript{186}

b. Other uses of dignity and autonomy: Brazil and Spain

Brazil’s STF followed a similar rationale. The STF concluded that the 1988 Brazilian Constitution referred to the family as an instrument to protect the dignity of family members and their freedom to enjoy
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Accordingly, the family is not a unit that restricts rights to adapt to other legal or even social obligations. On the contrary, the family fosters the development and autonomy of its members.

The idea of dignity was present in each of the opinions that form the Court’s final decision. Dignity, the decision stated, is at the core of individual autonomy. The right to dignity means the right of an individual to choose how to live his life, and the creation of emotional associations that have “legal dignity.” The Court also reasoned that dignity is part of a core group of rights associated with autonomy: “[g]uarantees of liberty of religion and secular state prevent religious moral conceptions from guiding the state treatment of fundamental rights such as the right to dignity, the right to self-determination, the right to privacy or the right to freedom of sexual orientation.”

In 2012, Spain’s Constitutional Court also used the concept of dignity as autonomy to declare the constitutionality of the same-sex marriage statute passed by its Congress in 2005. The Court only referred to dignity once, stating that the new statute did not affect marriage for heterosexual individuals. For the Court, marriage was still the same institution; the new statute gave individuals the new option of marrying persons of the same sex. The Court reasoned that the statute respects “the guarantee of dignity and free development of one’s individuality,” as mandated by Article 10.1 of the Spanish Constitution.

3. The role of reality in the creation of legal concepts: the social family and the legal marriage

In addition to focusing on autonomy and equality, several decisions on same-sex marriage refer to the need to recognize families, as they already exist. None of these decisions provide a concept of what families are,
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but they do recognize the existence of social constructions of family associations outside the limits imposed by legal systems. The highest courts in Canada, Mexico, Portugal, and Brazil interpreted their constitutional norms as adapting to new realities. The decision of the Iowa Supreme Court in *Varnum v. Brien* also deserves recognition in this section for interpreting equality as an evolving concept. The remainder of this section shows how different courts view their legal institutions, including their constitutional frameworks, as evolving in nature. These courts do not only embrace a concept of marriage that can change, but more importantly, they accept that the family as a legally protected unit changes in time, and constitutional concepts evolve along with these institutions. The idea of an evolving constitution is present in the discussions of the Canadian Supreme Court, as well as Mexico, Portugal, Brazil, and some U.S. courts.

a. The constitution as an evolving instrument: Canada and the U.S. states of Iowa and Connecticut

Canada’s courts have on several occasions analyzed the institution of marriage. The ultimate decision on same-sex marriage came from the Canadian Supreme Court’s 2004 decision in *Reference re Same-Sex Marriage*.

This decision arose from a request by the Governor in Council that the Court hear a reference on the legal amendment to the concept of marriage as “the lawful union of two persons to the exclusion of all others.” The Governor in Council posed several questions for the Court to answer, including whether Parliament could modify the meaning of marriage.

The Court stated that Canada was a pluralistic society and one of the Mexican Supreme Court stated that the Mexican Constitution protects the family as a social reality. Pleno de la Suprema Corte de Justicia [SCJN] [Supreme Court], Acción de inconstitucionalidad 2/2010, Novena Época, 10 de Agosto de 2010, *slip op.* ¶ 235 (Mex.). The South African Constitutional Court stated that “South Africa has a multitude of family formations that are evolving rapidly as our society develops, so that it is inappropriate to entrench any particular form as the only socially and legally acceptable one.” Minister of Home Affairs v. Fourie 2005 (1) SA 524 (CC) ¶ 59 (S. Afr.).
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main pillars of Canada’s constitutional interpretation was the idea of the Constitution as “a living tree which, by way of progressive interpretation, accommodates and addresses the realities of modern life.” The Court explained how the idea of the Constitution as a living tree applies to the concept of marriage by referring to other situations that were not originally contemplated by the Constitution such as women’s participation in public life, or Canada’s legislative competence over telephones through a power established before telephones were invented.

The Canadian Supreme Court’s decision did not expand on the notion of the family; instead, it was limited to answering the questions posed by the Governor in Council. The decision, therefore, could be viewed as a conformist one that refers only to the possibility of expanding marriage to same-sex couples. However, arguably, the decision did more than just expand marriage to same-sex couples. First, it affirmed that Canada’s Constitution adapts to new social realities. Second, it rejected the idea of a natural or supra-legal concept of marriage that can only be modified within the limits of its own nature. The Canadian Court did not advance a functionalist concept of marriage, nor did it link marriage to the protection of the family. Nevertheless, the Court rejected heterosexuality as essential or natural to marriage.

Furthermore, it seems that the court’s interpretation of marriage only recognized that marriage is composed of two individuals as a natural aspect of the institution, and the free will of the parties to enter into it. Underlying the Canadian Court’s decision is the tenet that constitutional concepts evolve.

Canada’s decisions on same-sex marriage came after several legal changes that minimized the difference between married and unmarried couples. The role of family law in Canada had already started moving towards recognition of families outside marriage and statutes ensured that those relationships were legally protected. Reference re Same-Sex Marriage, therefore, should also be read in conjunction with Canada’s prior decisions and regulations to understand the acceptance of functionalist
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Two cases in the U.S. also show a possible shift towards an evolution in constitutional interpretation. The Iowa Supreme Court’s decision in *Varnum v. Brien,* and the Connecticut Supreme Court’s decision in *Kerrigan v. Commissioner of Public Health* demonstrate the use of a living constitution approach towards same-sex marriage.

*Varnum* could be viewed as reinforcing the marriage paradigm. Like the Massachusetts Supreme Court in *Goodridge,* the Iowa Supreme Court emphasized the good qualities of the plaintiffs to highlight their similarities with opposite-sex couples. The only difference between the plaintiffs and most Iowans, the court reasoned, was that they were “sexually and romantically attracted to members of their own sex.” The issue for the court was, therefore, to decide if same-sex couples were similarly situated to opposite-sex couples with regard to marriage. The court decided that restricting marriage to same-sex couples was a violation of the equal protection clause of the Iowa Constitution. The decision referred to marriage as a framework that provides stability: “[s]ociety benefits, for example, from providing same-sex couples a stable framework within which to raise their children and the power to make health care and end-of-life decisions for loved ones, just as it does when that framework is provided for opposite-sex couples.”

*Varnum* accepted marriage as a beneficial institution for society. However, it did so based on practical terms more than on an idealistic view of marriage. The court did not say anything about marriage making individuals better, or marriage giving a special dignity to the parties. More importantly, along with its analysis on marriage, the court affirmed that constitutional interpretations evolve. Citing a prior decision, it stated that Iowa’s “constitution is not merely tied to tradition, but recognizes the changing nature of society.”

The Connecticut Supreme Court in *Kerrigan* also acknowledged the
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possibility of more realistic conceptions of the family in the future. The court recognized that constitutional norms must be interpreted according to the context in which they are being applied:

In short, the [State] constitution was not intended to be a static document incapable of coping with changing times. It was meant to be, and is, a living document with current effectiveness . . . . The Connecticut constitution is an instrument of progress, it is intended to stand for a great length of time and should not be interpreted too narrowly or too literally so that it fails to have contemporary effectiveness for all of our citizens.\textsuperscript{219}

Both courts begin their analyses by accepting the possibility that legal and constitutional concepts evolve as society evolves.

b. The family as a social construct: Mexico, Brazil, and Portugal

In Accion de Inconstitucionalidad 2/2010, the SCJN had the task of interpreting the Mexican Constitution either in line with the Attorney General’s constitutional claim limiting the definition of family to the married family, or advancing a different position.\textsuperscript{220} The SCJN chose the latter and in doing so, it chose a transformative analysis of the role of family law over a conformist approach to legal regulations based on a narrow concept of marriage. The Court based its decision not on how important marriage was for the Mexican people, but on a constitutional interpretation of the family that declined to privilege one type of family over others.\textsuperscript{221}

According to this, the role of the Constitution with regard to the family is not to encourage people to fit into one particular model of family, which is the result if only married families enjoy constitutional protection, or if married families are afforded more legal benefits and rights than unmarried ones. The Constitution assumes, therefore, the role of protector of families that may or may not be desired by the democratic majority. The reasoning is that as long as these families exist in Mexico, and if they are based on the principle of equality between men and women, they should be recognized as constitutionally protected.\textsuperscript{222}


\textsuperscript{220} Pleno de la Suprema Corte de Justicia [SCJN] [Supreme Court], Acción de inconstitucionalidad 2/2010, Novena Época, 10 de Agosto de 2010, \textit{slip op.} ¶ 13 (Mex.).

\textsuperscript{221} See id. ¶ 235.

\textsuperscript{222} Even before analyzing the institution of the family, the court analyzes the principle of equality between men and women. See id. ¶ 233. Challenging polygamy as a constitutionally protected family unit on the basis of violating equality between men and women is beyond the extent of this paper. Under some constitutional schemes, however, it may be possible to advance a substantive equality argument that looks at actual polygamous social constructions and rejects them as structurally
The SCJN also analyzed the social relevance of marriage, and ultimately concluded that it was also a mutable concept that needed to adapt to social realities.\footnote{Id., \textsection 242.} The SCJN, therefore, is another high court that sees the law adapting to social needs rather than demanding that society adapt to a normative idea of the family. The Court confirmed this when it stated:

Social reality demands an answer from the legislature . . . it is an undeniable fact that society and even marriage’s secularization and the transformation of human relations have gradually led to different forms of emotional, sexual, and mutually supportive relationships. At the same time, they have led to legal changes with regard to the institution of marriage, which has resulted in the redefinition of the traditional concept [of marriage] used during different periods of time . . . .\footnote{Id.}

The Mexican decision began with an explanation of the role of the constitution as protecting families instead of mandating that people conform to a specific model of family.\footnote{See id., \textsection 235.} The Court then went on to explain that it was also incorrect to believe that the Mexican Constitution would only allow people to marry individuals of a different sex.\footnote{See id., \textsection 250.} On the contrary, the Court, like the South African Constitutional Court and the Canadian Supreme Court, considered that its own Constitution had to adapt to social changes.\footnote{See id., \textsection 254.} It analyzed marriage as an institution that could no longer be connected to procreation and, therefore, marriage could not be limited to heterosexual couples on the basis of that feature.\footnote{Id., \textsection\textsection 249, 250, 270.}

In a later decision, the SCJN had the opportunity to test its decision on the constitutionality of same-sex marriage in a case that challenged the traditional concept of marriage in the Mexican state of Oaxaca’s Civil Code.\footnote{Primera Sala de la Suprema Corte de Justicia de la Nación [SCJN] [Supreme Court], Amparo en Revisión 581/2012, Décima Época, 5 de Diciembre de 2012 (Mex.).} The SCJN not only reaffirmed its prior case law, but went further, stating that sexual orientation, as a suspect category, was subject to strict scrutiny.\footnote{Mexico’s Supreme Court uses two different standards of review: ordinary scrutiny and strict scrutiny. The ordinary scrutiny “applies to issues that do not directly affect human rights and have a broad margin of action and appreciation for the authority from a normative perspective such as on financial and economic matters.” \textit{Id.} In contrast, strict scrutiny is used when the Court considers that discriminating against women and unacceptable in a secular system.} As such, Oaxaca needed to demonstrate that a measure limiting
constitutional rights based on sexual orientation responded to a
constitutionally imperative objective.\footnote{231}{231} The measure also had to relate
directly to the State’s objective.\footnote{232}{232} The SCJN found that the regulation of
marriage by the State of Oaxaca was aimed at protecting the family and
concluded that this was an imperative objective.\footnote{233}{233} However, because the
Mexican Constitution does not just protect the traditional family,
comprised of a married father, mother, and their respective biological
children, the Court did not consider the measure to be directly linked to the
objective.\footnote{234}{234} Instead, the Constitution protects the family as understood by
“social reality.”\footnote{235}{235} The SCJN is another example of a high court that has
chosen not to focus on the right to marry, but on the right to a family.

The same approach was adopted by Brazil’s STF and Portugal’s TCP.
In addition to a narrative on autonomy and equality, several of the opinions
that formed the STF’s decision spoke specifically about the need to
recognize reality as the foundation for legal constructions, rather than the
traditional ideal of a married family.\footnote{236}{236} Just like the Mexican decisions, the
Brazilian opinions also conceptualized the family as a unit of mutual
support.\footnote{237}{237} The major contribution of the 2011 Brazilian STF decision was

there is a fundamental right at risk, for example, the right to equality and non-discrimination under
Article 1 of the Mexican Constitution. See Primera Sala de la Suprema Corte de Justicia de la Nación
[SCJN] [Supreme Court], Amparo en Revisión 202/2013, Décima Época, 26 de junio de 2013, 10
(Mex.). In the Oaxaca decision on same-sex marriage, the Court stated that heightened scrutiny was
necessary because the law distinguished who could marry “based on the sexual preferences of
individuals,” which is a suspect category. \textit{Id.} The Court explained that a suspect category is implicated
when a law “affects one of the criteria mentioned in the last paragraph of Article 1, [such as] . . . ethnic
origin, nationality, gender, age, disability, social condition, health, religion, opinions, sexual
preferences, marital status ‘or any other quality that may threaten human dignity and may have as an
objective to destroy or undermine the rights and liberties of individuals.’” \textit{Id.} For the Court, heightened
scrutiny requires clear constitutional support: “[the statute] must pursue a constitutionally important
objective.” \textit{Id.} In addition, strict scrutiny requires that the challenged measure be directly connected
to those constitutional objectives and be the least restrictive measure to effectively achieve that objective.
SCJN, Amparo en Revisión 581/2012, at 33–34.

\footnote{231}{Id.}
\footnote{232}{Id. at 35.}
\footnote{233}{Id. at 36.}
\footnote{234}{Id. at 37.}
\footnote{235}{Id.}

\footnote{236}{Justice Luis Fux stated in his decision that “homosexuals create continuous and lasting
relationships of love and mutual support to share means and life projects. This simply happens, as in
many cases secretively), and for sure it will continue happening.” S.T.F.,
No. 4.277, Relator: Min. Luis Fux, 05.05.2011, 198, \textit{REVISTA DO SUPERIOR TRIBUNAL DE JUSTIÇA} [R.S.T.J.] 14.10.2011, 659 ¶ 9 (Braz.). Justice Ayres Brito stated that the concept of family in the
Brazilian Constitution has no orthodox meaning, but that is should have some basis in reality. S.T.F.,
No. 4.277, Relator: Min. Ayres Brito, 05.05.2011, 198, \textit{REVISTA DO SUPERIOR TRIBUNAL DE JUSTIÇA} [R.S.T.J.] 14.10.2011, 625 ¶ 37 (Braz.).}
\footnote{237}{Id. ¶ 12.}
the equalization of married and unmarried families. By recognizing that there was no constitutional difference between the married and the unmarried family, the decision made marriage a real option, ensuring that any rights provided to married couples would also have to be granted to unmarried families in the future. The STF left the door wide open for the recognition of family units beyond the divide between same-sex and different-sex couple when it stated that the family was a cultural construction that evolves with time. The opinion criticized the patriarchal family unit and gave a historical account of the unit’s evolution towards an egalitarian concept of the family.

Portugal’s TCP used similar reasoning to justify the constitutionality of same-sex marriage. The TCP argued that the Portuguese Constitution uses open concepts that allow the legislature to maintain a connection between legislation and social reality. The Constitution, the Court stated, enshrines a flexible concept of marriage that allows the inclusion of different social, political, and ethical convictions in different historical moments.

The decisions analyzed above leave the door open for couples to keep pushing for greater legal protection and recognition of non-traditional families beyond what has already been advanced.

II. THE DISCONNECT BETWEEN MARRIAGE AND FAMILY

The increased litigation over same-sex marriage gives societies an opportunity to review the reasons behind the divide between married and unmarried families. Marriage, undoubtedly, serves some purposes. It is a bundle of rights, benefits, and obligations that are allocated ex ante. The question, however, is if there are any legitimate reasons to keep treating this bundle as a privileged institution instead of a pre-packed family association option that does not guarantee privileged treatment over other family associations. A brief analysis of the purposes that marriage has served in the past, and the purposes it continues to serve today, demonstrates that when societies create a special status for the married family, they nevertheless fail to protect most real families.

Marriage has served several purposes in the Western legal tradition.

238. Id. ¶ 44.
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For centuries, marriage was an essential part of the economic machinery, as a means of transferring and controlling property. Historically, children and wives were able workers with economic value per se, making them valuable to the production of wealth. Until recently, the control of women’s sexuality through marriage was also essential to ensure legal paternity. Marriage also played an important role in the continuation of the patriarchal family. Historically, this meant that men were the heads of households and owners of everything inside their dwellings, from material goods, to slaves, servants, children, and wives. Lastly, because societies were structured on systems of class and race, marriage helped perpetuate racial and class homogeneity. In many Western countries these objectives were in place even beyond the 1960s. In all times and places, however, families have formed outside the marriage realm, but legal systems have failed to acknowledge them.

A. New reality

Today, the public narrative regarding family law and marriage in particular, has changed. Few actors would be willing to argue openly that marriage still has the social purpose of securing men’s sexual monopoly over women and consequently securing legitimate offspring. Adultery is


246. The patriarchal family is common to most legal cultures regardless of historical periods. Until today we see its vestiges in different countries. The Roman family, inherited by countries of the continental legal tradition, was led by a pater familias, owner of everything within his household, and with power over his children until his death. Bruce W. Frier & Thomas A.J. McGinn, A Casebook on Roman Family Law 4–5 (Joel Lidov ed., 2004). In France, the wife owed obedience to the husband and the husband owed protection to the wife. The wife had an obligation to live with and follow her husband to wherever he decided to live. The wife could not trade or contract on her own. See Code Civil [C. Civ.] art. 213–15 (1804) (Fr.), reproduced at http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k1061517/f55.image. Sir William Blackstone went even further in regulating the authority of the husband over his wife: “[b]y marriage, the husband and wife are one person in law: that is, the very being or legal existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage, or at least is incorporated and consolidated into that of the husband; under whose wing, protection, and cover, she performs everything; and is therefore called in our law-French a feme-covert, femina viro co-operta; is said to be covert-baron, or under the protection and influence of her husband, her baron, or lord; and her condition during her marriage is called her coverture.” William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England ¶ 442–445 (Wayne Morrison ed., vol. 1, 1765).

247. Although many states had already amended their statutes, a general ban on interracial marriage only came in 1967 with Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967).
scantly penalized and, when it is, rarely legally enforced in the Western world. Children may still be legally classified as legitimate or illegitimate, but DNA tests offer far better proof of paternity than marriage. Arguing that marriage complies with a community’s interest in keeping races pure or social classes unmixed would also be virtually unthinkable in the modern era. Racial discrimination is blatantly unconstitutional in most Western countries, and constitutes a recognized violation of international human rights law.

Property allocation and economic stability are the only remaining justifications for marriage. Before the massive entrance of women into labor markets, a woman’s main source of income was her marriage. Women can now, of course, acquire property on their own. Property allocation is thus no longer an objective of marriage but a consequence that flows from the existence of the institution. Economic gains are likely a prime motivator for many people to marry, but Western legal systems tend to reject profit as a valid reason for marriage. Marriage serves as a force in the allocation of responsibilities for the welfare of individuals. A marriage certificate formally compels two individuals to care for one another, attempting to avoid or at least to delay the need for the government to provide basic care for those individuals. Public policies reinforcing or promoting marriage have been justified on reducing welfare

251. Prior to 1920s most women exited the work force at marriage. It was not until the 1950s that married women start participating in the work force almost in the same proportion as unmarried women. Claudia Goldin, The Quiet Revolution That Transformed Women’s Employment, Education, and Family, 96 The American Econ. Rev. 1, 2–5 (2006).
252. This is evident when comparing legal reasons for marriage annulment. An error in the economic conditions of one of the parties, even in the case of open deception from one party to the other, has rarely been accepted as grounds for annulment. The original Napoleonic Code included several articles regulating marriage annulment but none referred to a mistake in the economic conditions of one of the parties. See Code Civil [C. Civ.] tit. V, ch. IV (1804) (Fr.). Today’s French Civil Code also regulates marriage annulment in similar terms in Articles 180 to 202. See Code Civil [C. Civ.] art. 213–15 (Fr.).
responsibilities.\textsuperscript{254} It is not, however, legal marriage that reduces welfare, but rather economic and social stability.\textsuperscript{255} It is not the marriage license that magically stops people from falling into poverty.

In the Western world, legal marriage in the twenty-first century is, for the most part, an individual choice. Western countries view arranged marriages as a violation of human rights.\textsuperscript{256} Communities largely define themselves through each member’s individuality.\textsuperscript{257} Communal respect for an individual’s autonomy has increased, and alongside it the concept of marriage has shifted from an institution for the realization of moral duties to one of privacy and freedom.\textsuperscript{258}

More educational and labor opportunities have also created a notable increase in autonomy for women.\textsuperscript{259} By the end of the twentieth-century, men and women were shaping family structures that were increasingly more detached from traditional precepts and external controls.\textsuperscript{260} The development of the right to privacy and the concept of individual rights have also contributed to three significant changes in family structure: 1)
more children born out of wedlock, 2) more heterosexual cohabitation outside marriage, and 3) increased visibility of same-sex couples.

1. Marriage and children

Since the 1960s, the Western world has experienced a marked increase in children born out of wedlock.261 According to statistics gathered by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services in 2009, 41% of births in the United States were to unmarried women.262 There has been a slight decrease since then to 40.7% of births to unmarried women in 2012.263 These figures are more than twice the number found in 1980.264 Most developed countries are experiencing comparable trends, with countries such as Iceland, Sweden, and Norway having more than 50% of births out of wedlock.265 Most European countries are experiencing the same phenomenon.266

A similar trend exists among Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries, with more than 50% of children born out of wedlock in France, Mexico, Slovenia, and the Nordic countries.267 Even where the proportion of children born outside marriage is low, this percentage still represents an increase over prior decades.268 South America shares similar statistics. The percentage of births out of wedlock in Chile went from less than 16% in the 1960s to over 50% in the early twenty-first century.269 The entire Latin American region has experienced a significant decline in the number of births within marriage.270 In 1970, around 75% of all children in Latin America were born within a married family.271 By the
beginning of the twenty-first century, however, more than 50% of children were born out of wedlock.272

Historically, illegitimate children were not only social outcasts,273 but also legal outcasts.274 As the social stigma of having a child out of wedlock has faded, the legal treatment of legitimate and illegitimate children has balanced out to almost total equality.275 Marriage has thus become much less of a need and much more of a choice, at least when it comes to protecting children from legal disadvantages.

2. Marriage and cohabitation

Statistics on children born out of wedlock mirror a steady increase in the number of unmarried couples living together. In the United States, the number of unmarried couples living together increased from 1.6 million in 1980 to 4.1 million in 1997.276 In recent years marriage has continued to decline steadily with a 5% decrease in the number of married couples from

272. Id.
273. Kingsley Davis, *Illegitimacy and the Social Structure*, 45 AM. J. SOC. 215, 215 (1934) (“[t]he bastard, like the prostitute, thief and beggar, belongs to that motley crowd of disreputable social types which society has generally resented, always endured. He is a living symbol of social irregularity, an undeniable evidence of contramoral forces; in short, a problem—a problem as old and unsolved as human existence itself.”).
274. See MARY ANN MASON, FROM FATHER’S PROPERTY TO CHILDREN’S RIGHTS 24 (1996).
This is a trend outside the United States as well. In the last third of the twentieth century, cohabitation became popular among young professionals in Northern and Western Europe. In Latin America, cohabitation has increased and formal unions have decreased, especially among young couples. In Panama, Chile, and Mexico, the percentage of unwed cohabiting couples increased between 1985 and 2000, particularly amongst individuals between the ages of twenty-five and forty years old. This trend cannot be interpreted as a total rejection of marriage, since numbers do not show if cohabitation is seen as a premarital arrangement or as an alternative to marriage. Both possibilities, however, have far reaching consequences for the relationship between marriage and family formation. They show that marriage has lost its relevance as the primary gateway for starting a family. Men and women have children and engage in committed relationships without linking those decisions to marriage. This demographic reality coincides with a more open attitude towards cohabitation in general.

3. Same-sex couples

Until the mid-twentieth century, legal and political struggles in favor of gay and lesbian rights focused primarily on protecting individuals from homophobia and repealing sodomy laws. In the United States in 1960, every state had statutes criminalizing various types of consensual sexual relations between individuals of the same sex. Although there are cases

279. Partnership and Reproductive Behaviour, supra note 257, at 23.
281. Id. at 5.
282. Id. at 7.
285. Mary Bernstein, Liberalism and Social Movement success: the case of United States Sodomy Statutes, in Regulating Sex: The Politics of Intimacy and Identity 3, 3 (Elizabeth Bernstein &
of legal battles for the recognition of same-sex marriage prior to the 1990s,\footnote{Carol Sanger, Family Law Stories, 28–30 (2007).} the rise in the visibility of gay and lesbian couples is mainly a phenomenon of the 1990s.\footnote{This is apparent by the rise in the number of publications discussing same-sex marriage or same-sex unions in general. A limited search in the Library of Congress catalog shows thirteen books with the word “same-sex marriage” in the title between 1900 and 1989, forty-two between 1990 and 1999, and 450 since the year 2000. An advanced search of the Worldcat database (http://www.worldcat.org/) showed five entries between 1900 and 1989 that contain “same-sex” in the title, and the word “marriage” as a subject when searching for books in English, excluding juvenile and fiction categories. The same search showed 160 hits from 1990 to 2000, and 974 from 2001 to 2013. When narrowing the search by limiting results by subject heading and marking only “same-sex marriage,” Worldcat shows 96 entries from 1990 to 2000, and 521 from 2001 to 2013. It does not show “same-sex marriage” as a search-limiting option when looking between 1900 and 1989.} In 2001, The Netherlands was the first country to legalize same-sex marriage.\footnote{Ian Curry-Sumner, A Patchwork of Partnerships: Comparative Overview of Registration Schemes in Europe, in Legal Recognitions of Same-Sex Relationships in Europe, National Cross-Border and European Perspectives, European Family Law Series No. 32 71 (Katharina Boele-Woelki & Angelika Fuchs eds., 2012); see also Gartner v. Iowa Dep’t of Pub. Health, 830 N.W. 2d 335, 351 (Iowa 2013) (stating that with the legalization of same-sex marriage in Iowa, the presumption of legitimacy applies regardless of the gender of the spouses).} However, the movement towards recognition of same-sex couples as legitimate associations began much earlier.\footnote{Katharina Boele-Woelki, Colloquy, Le Partenariat Enregistre: Legislation Des Pays-Bas 44 (1999), available at http://ciec1.org/CadrEtudeColloque.htm.} Most regulations aimed at providing comprehensive legal frameworks for same-sex couples in Europe emerged in the 1980s and 1990s.\footnote{Legal Recognition of Same-Sex Partnerships: A Study of National, European and International Law 2 (Robert Wintemute & Mads Andenæs eds., 2001)} Denmark was the first country to pass a registered partnership regime for same-sex couples.\footnote{Macarena Sáez, Same Sex Marriage, Same Sex Cohabitation and Same Sex Families Around The World: Why “Same” Is So Different, 19 AM. U. J. Gender Soc. Pol’y & L. 1, 16 (2011).} The statute resembled marriage regulation in all aspects related to the relationship between the couple, but left out all parental regulations.\footnote{Linda Nielsen, Family Rights and the “Registered Partnership” in Denmark, 4(3) Int’l J. L. Pol’y Fam. 297, 298 (1990).} Other countries that legally recognized same-sex couples followed this pattern.\footnote{In 2003, Belgium first passed a same-sex marriage law with restrictions on adoption. Only in 2005 did the legislature open adoption to same-sex couples. Frederik Swennen & Yves-Henri Leleu, Belgium, 19 AM. U. J. Gender Soc. Pol’y & L. 57, 65 (2011). Portugal did the same in 2010 by expanding marriage to same-sex couple but keeping adoption open only to heterosexual couples. Sáez, supra note 291 at 9–10. In May 2013, Portugal granted same-sex married couples access to second parent adoption. Andrei Khalip, Gay Couples in Portugal win limited adoption rights, REUTERS (May 17, 2013), available at http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/05/17/us-portugal-gayadoption-idUSBRE94G0KV20130517.} Since 1989, an increasing number of countries have created some type of regulation that recognizes the
These new legal landscapes have triggered developments in international law, immigration law, family law, and tax law, among other areas. Countries face new legal issues related to the recognition of civil unions and same-sex marriage. For example, old principles, such as the presumption of the legitimacy of children within marriage, have to be reinterpreted in light of same-sex marriage. Civil unions and registered partnerships create a set of legal family associations that did not exist before the 1980s. New associations are accompanied by new legal issues, and countries have been adapting ever since to a more complex set of familial alternatives.

Today, the traditional legal concept of marriage is contrasted with a reality that is more diverse, and includes families that are formed by adults and children who often are not tied to each other by blood or marriage. Individuals no longer see marriage as a mandatory step before forming a family, and look at marriage as one of several private alternatives. Since the inception of no-fault divorce in many countries, marriage looks more like a private contract and has less of a public institutional character. Countries have also detached the concept of parenthood from marriage, recognizing parenthood as a direct link between child and parent, regardless of the marital status of the parents. The struggle for the recognition of same-sex couples has brought into view the longstanding issue of the lack of recognition of complex family structures outside marriage.
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B. An old legal framework

While the social concept of marriage has changed, most countries employ marriage as the fundamental paradigm of family law. In many systems, marriage and the family are still constitutionally equated with one another. For example, the Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany states in its first chapter, entitled “Basic Rights,” that “[m]arriage and the family shall enjoy the special protection of the state.”298 Australia does not enumerate a list of rights in its Constitution. Nevertheless, its Constitution states that Parliament shall have the power to “make laws for the peace, order, and good government of the Commonwealth with respect to: . . . (xxi) marriage; (xxii) divorce and matrimonial causes; and in relation thereto, parental rights, and the custody and guardianship of infants.”299

In Hungary, the Constitution includes within its General Provisions of Chapter I the protection of the “institution of marriage and the family.”300 Colombia connects both institutions by stating that “[t]he family is the basic nucleus of society. It is formed on the basis of natural or legal ties, by the free decision of a man and woman to contract matrimony or by their responsible will to conform one.”301 Furthermore, Article 42 of the Colombian Constitution has ten paragraphs dedicated to the regulation of marriage and family.302

Meanwhile, in Peru, the Constitution states that it protects the family and “promotes marriage” as recognition that marriage and family are “natural and fundamental institutions of society.”303 Similarly, El Salvador’s Constitution states that “[m]arriage is the legal foundation of the family,” and goes on to say that “[t]he State will encourage marriage.”304 It does, nonetheless, add that “[t]he lack of [marriage] will not affect the enjoyment of rights that may be established in favor of the family.”305 A similar connection is found in the Constitutions of other Latin American countries such as Brazil,306 Costa Rica,307 Cuba,308 Guatemala,309

298. Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland [Grundgesetz] [GG] [Basic Law], May 23, 1949, BGBl. VI (Ger.).
299. Australian Constitution s 51.
302. Id.
303. Constitución Política del Perú [C.P.] [Constitution of Peru] art. 4.
305. Id.
306. Constituição Federal [C.F.] [Constitution] art. 226 (Braz.)
Honduras,\textsuperscript{310} Panama,\textsuperscript{311} and the Dominican Republic.\textsuperscript{312} All these protections, however, look small when compared to Ireland’s constitution. In Article 41.3.1, Ireland pledges “to guard with special care the institution of marriage, on which the family is founded, and to protect it against attack.”\textsuperscript{313} It goes on to constitutionalize the role of women in the family by considering their role at home as instrumental to the common good and ensuring that mothers do not have to work for economic reasons “to the neglect of their duties in the home.”\textsuperscript{314}

In the same vein, international human rights instruments refer to marriage and family as naturally connected. Article 16 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights refers to the right to marry, and immediately after states, “[t]he family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection by society and the State.”\textsuperscript{315} The European Convention on Human Rights also makes the connection between family and marriage by stating, “[m]en and women of marriageable age have the right to marry and to found a family, according to the national laws governing the exercise of this right.”\textsuperscript{316} The American Convention on Human Rights follows the same trend by recognizing under the “Rights of the Family” that “[t]he family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society” and “[t]he right of men and women of marriageable age to marry and to raise a family.”\textsuperscript{317}

There is, therefore, a disconnection between the strict regulation of marriage, that is, the legal meaning of marriage, and the reality of family formation. On the one hand, family law is based on a rigid structure of formal ties where marriage occupies the privileged position of the most complete relationship. A man and a woman linked by marriage enjoy protections and rights that couples linked by ties other than marriage do not have access to. More importantly, marriage changes the nature of a relationship from an association of two individuals to a complex web of
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family relationships. It creates diversity of kinship as no other association does. On the other hand, real families do not necessarily fit the options provided by family law. Real families are formed by dynamic movements of individuals coming and going, creating support networks that do not correspond to ties by blood or sex. Real families are linked by dependency and support, and legal families are linked by law, regardless of whether there is real dependency or real support. There is a divide between the families that societies aspire to have, and the families that actually form within those societies.318

This distinction refers to the dichotomy between the legal creation of an ideal family that reflects a specific society, and the families that actually exist in our communities.319 The legal family is a hierarchical, heterosexual, patriarchal, and formalistic unit that starts with marriage. Family law based on this paradigm regulates how to start a family, what to do within the family, and how to exit the family. Instead, reality shows the complexities of relationships aimed at caring for and supporting individuals, which sometimes coincides with marital relations, and at many other times develops outside of the realm of marriage or even sex. Legal systems, however, are still focused on constructing families through marriage and offering these families a beneficial legal framework. Thus, real families outside marriage are treated as anomalies that ought to be regulated only to the extent necessary to avoid unfairness. A good example of a regulation based on fairness is found in the decision on de facto unions issued by the Family Court of Costa Rica in 2004.320 In its opinion, the court states “[i]t is interesting to note that the topic of de facto unions has been a whole process [sic] in which statistics that reflect reality within our social fabric demonstrate a disconnect with our legal regulations, and in order to avoid injustices, some situations have been, little by little, recognized and protected.”321

Marriage, instead, is regulated as an aspirational social institution; a valuable institution that brings something that nothing else brings to society. Marriage is treated as an essential component in the construction of the polis. From this perspective, marriage is not only a family law institution, but also a civic institution. A citizen fulfills his civic duties not only by participating in public life, but by marrying another person and having children who will also become good citizens, and who in turn
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should marry. Marriage, thus, is viewed as a good in itself, regardless of any material benefits it may bring. The argument for marriage as an essentially “good” institution has permeated most of the struggle to keep marriage a heterosexual privileged institution.322

Cohabitation outside marriage has been to the family what illegal immigration has been to the state. In different periods, countries have been forced to redefine citizenship or to include as citizens individuals who were originally not welcomed as such.323 The same has happened with families. Countries have been forced by reality to recognize individuals who were once unwelcome in the legal family structure as family members. With the rise of cohabitation, the stigma of illegitimacy faded away and claims for equality between children born in and out of wedlock became more common.324 By abolishing the distinction between children born in marriage and out of wedlock, states recognized direct family ties between parent and child without marriage as the intermediary.325

Every time a court has granted rights to unmarried couples based on performing the same functions as married couples, they have recognized that family ties are possible beyond what formal statutes have intended. Courts approach this recognition as based on a need for fairness. For example, in cases for infliction of emotional distress, some courts have refused to use marriage as a bright line to reject complaints for negligence.326

322. See id. ¶ II.A.

323. This is apparent in the United States with the discussion on immigration reform. It is no coincidence that the Republican Party was suddenly interested in finding a solution to Latino illegal immigrants right after they failed to attract the Latino vote in the 2012 presidential election. See Pramila Jayapal, Why Don’t Republicans Want to Win?, POLITICO (Aug. 6, 2013), http://www.politico.com/story/2013/08/why-dont-republicans-want-to-win-95247.html.

324. As Friedman states, “in an age of cohabitation, there is no place in the legal order for the concept of bastardy.” FRIEDMAN, supra note 255, at 127.

325. The U.S. Supreme Court made this direct relationship clear when it struck down the difference between legitimate and illegitimate children. See Levy v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 68, 71–72 (1968) (“The rights asserted here involve the intimate, familial relationship between a child and his own mother. When the child’s claim of damage for loss of his mother is in issue, why, in terms of “equal protection,” should the tortfeasors go free merely because the child is illegitimate? . . . Legitimacy or illegitimacy of birth has no relation to the nature of the wrong allegedly inflicted on the mother. These children, though illegitimate, were dependent on her; she cared for them and nurtured them; they were indeed hers in the biological and in the spiritual sense; in her death they suffered wrong in the sense that any dependent would.”).

326. This has been the approach of several courts in the United States. In order to determine if a relationship meets the required standards for one of the parties to make a claim of emotional harm when the other party has been injured, the New Hampshire Supreme Court stated that a court should “take into account the duration of the relationship, the degree of mutual dependence, the extent of common contribution to a life together, . . . and the manner in which they related to each other in attending to life’s mundane requirements.” Graves v. Estabrook, 818 A.2d 1255 (N.H. 2003). The Graves court also
In 1990, Colombia created a legal regime for unmarried heterosexual couples. This recognition was the basis upon which LGBT activists in Colombia sought recognition of same-sex couples. In a line of decisions, the Constitutional Court of Colombia granted same-sex couples the same rights originally established by law for heterosexual de facto marital unions. The Court also expanded the rights associated with de facto unions, further reducing the difference between married and unmarried couples. In each decision, the Court adopted a functionalist approach to families by comparing what married and unmarried couples do, and concluding that if these couples fulfill similar objectives and behave similarly, statutes granting specific benefits should not distinguish between these families. This approach is derived from the Court’s strong protection of autonomy:

It is thus clear that the current legal system, founded on respect for human dignity, tolerance, solidarity and personal autonomy does not allow the State to create legal tools to stigmatize some sexual behaviors and, to a certain extent, hinder the free exercise of sexuality. Such conduct would not only annul the right to the free development of personality and intimacy, but also the pluralism that our own constitutional system accepts and mandates to protect.

Although the regulation of cohabitation outside marriage has emerged out of demands for fairness, the increase in the number of regulations that recognize unmarried couples as family associations has also had an impact on the perception of marriage as the normative ideal. States or countries cites cases in Hawaii, Nebraska, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and West Virginia to support its position. Id.

327. In 1990, the Colombian Congress passed Law 54. Article 1 of the law defines the “marital de facto union” as one “formed by one man and one woman who, without being married, have an exclusive and permanent life-partnership.” L. 54/90, diciembre 28, 1990, DIARIO OFICIAL [D.O.] (Colom.).

328. Colombia has gone as far as recognizing pension benefits for the cohabitant of a deceased, even when there is a legal spouse as well. Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], octubre 22, 2008, Sentencia C-1035/08 (Colom.). The Court recognized pension benefits for cohabitants and pension-sharing when the deceased cohabited with a legal spouse. Following the tradition of the Napoleonic Code, the Colombian Civil Code includes the legal spouse of the deceased as mandatory intestate heir. CODIGO CIVIL [Civil Code] [C.C.] art. 1040 (Colom.). In 2012, however, the Constitutional Court stated that the statute was conditionally constitutional “as long as it is understood that it encompasses the permanent partner of different or same sex who formed with the deceased, to whom [he or she] survives, a de facto union.” Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], marzo 22, 2012, Sentencia C-238/12 (Colom.); see also Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], abril 13, 2011, Sentencia C-283/11 (Colom.).

329. Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], julio 26, 2011, Sentencia C-577/11, Gaceta Judicial [G.J.] (No. 30) (Colom.).

330. Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], julio 14, 1999, Sentencia C-507/99, ¶ 5.3 (Colom.).
that have afforded same-sex couples some formal recognition and rights also tend to accept same-sex marriage in later decisions as a logical next step. Keeping marriage as the paradigm of family formation is increasingly less justifiable. It is also increasingly unfair.

Two examples illustrate the unfairness of constructing the legal family around marriage, to the detriment of the recognition of unmarried families.

1. The husband as the father and the father as a stranger.

In *Michael H. v. Gerald D.*, the U.S. Supreme Court was confronted with the task of determining if the relationship between a daughter and her biological father was worth the protection of the law or if, on the contrary, legal marriage outweighed biology to the point of denying the daughter’s biological father paternity in favor of the mother’s legal husband. The Court chose the latter. Michael had an affair with Carole while she was married to Gerald. From this affair, Victoria was born. Gerald and Carole separated and Michael and Carole lived together for a few months. Michael developed a relationship with Victoria during this time. When Gerald and Carole reunited, Michael filed a filiation action to establish paternity and visitation rights. The Superior Court granted Gerald’s summary judgment motion because under California law, he was presumed to be Victoria’s father, and because he was living with Victoria’s mother at the time Victoria was born. Michael and Victoria appealed, but the California Court of Appeals affirmed. Under California law, a child born to a married woman living with her husband, who is neither impotent nor sterile, was presumed to be a child of the marriage. This presumption could be rebutted in limited circumstances by the husband or wife only. The Supreme Court had to determine if the statute violated the biological father’s procedural and substantive due process rights, and the child’s equal protection and due process rights.

331. All of the countries and states reviewed in this Article have provided some formal recognition to unmarried same-sex couples before granting same-sex marriage.
333. *Id.* at 130–31.
334. *Id.* at 113.
335. *Id.* at 114.
336. *Id.*
337. *Id.* at 113–14.
338. *Id.* at 114.
339. *Id.* at 116.
340. *Id.* at 113 (citing CAL. EVID. CODE § 621 (West 2014) (repealed 1992)). CAL. FAM. CODE § 7611 (West 2014), has replaced that provision with a similar regulation.
Justice Scalia, writing for the majority, quickly dismissed any possibility of allowing dual fatherhood. “At the outset,” Justice Scalia stated, “it is necessary to clarify what he [Michael] sought and what he was denied. California law, like nature itself, makes no provision for dual fatherhood.”342 After that, it was clear that only one of the two men seeking recognition of his paternity could win. Michael had biology on his side and Gerald had marriage. Both had bonded with the child. Justice Scalia considered the statute constitutional because California has an interest in family stability.343 He quoted the court of appeals’ decision stating, “[t]he conclusive presumption is actually a substantive rule of law based upon a determination by the Legislature as a matter of overriding social policy, that given a certain relationship between the husband and wife, the husband is to be held responsible for the child, and that the integrity of the family unit should not be impugned.”344

According to this interpretation, a natural father and his daughter are not a family if marriage interferes. That link cannot be destroyed because it doesn’t exist legally. There is, however, a family between Carole and Gerald that must not be disturbed. The Court refused to find a liberty interest in Michael’s relationship with Victoria because Michael’s interest was not “traditionally protected by our society.”345 Justice Scalia’s opinion reinforced the communion between the legal and marital family, and the divide between legal and socially constructed families. In the eyes of the majority, the relationship between Michael and Victoria had not been historically treated as a protected unit or granted a special protection.346 On the contrary, the marital unit has been historically awarded a special protection against claims such as Michael’s.347 The U.S. Supreme Court did not see the possibility of accepting familial ties that simultaneously recognize the actual relationship between Victoria and Gerald, and a separate but equally valid relationship between Victoria and her natural father, Michael.

342.  Id. at 118 (emphasis added).
343.  See id. at 131 (“When the husband or wife contests the legitimacy of their child, the stability of the marriage has already been shaken. In contrast, allowing a claim of illegitimacy to be pressed by the child—or, more accurately, by a court-appointed guardian ad litem—may well disrupt an otherwise peaceful union.”).
344.  Id. at 119–20.
345.  Id. at 122.
346.  See id. at 124 (stating it is “impossible” to find that Michael and Victoria’s “situation” has been historically treated as a protected family unit, and that it had not “been accorded special protection” on any other basis).
347.  See id. at 125 (“[T]he evidence shows that even in modern times . . . the ability of a person in Michael’s position to claim paternity has not been generally acknowledged.”).
2. The estranged wife as the family and the long-term companion as a stranger

Eliana Perez Carreño and Manuel Alvarez Jimenez married in Chile in 1950 and separated before 1962. Gladys Grez Jahnsen started a relationship with Manuel Alvarez Jimenez in 1962 and they lived together until 1988, when Manuel died. During their life together, Gladys and Manuel acquired real estate. According to the Chilean Civil Code, the wife and children of the deceased are his legal heirs. The unmarried partner is not. Gladys requested that the Court recognize a shared property interest between herself and Manuel over assets that they had acquired together. The lower court granted Gladys’ request and recognized fifty percent of Manuel’s estate as hers. The court of appeals affirmed. The Supreme Court of Chile reversed, holding that the lower courts erred by dismissing the Civil Code’s estate rules. Gladys lived with Manuel for thirty-four years but her relationship was completely invisible to the court. No mutual support, no shared effort counted during this time. Manuel’s relationship with his legal wife was the only relationship that the Court was willing to see.

Although these examples may be met by different responses from today’s courts, they illustrate the shortsightedness of the married family protection. There are millions of stories like this around the world: women and men who have raised the children of their partners but do not count as families at the moment of their partners’ death; same-sex couples who are not protected under domestic violence statutes because they are not considered family; gay men and lesbian women who cannot adopt their children; and millions of young women who have the same relationship but are penalized because they are unmarried.

348. Corte Suprema de Justicia [C.S.J.] [Supreme Court], 12 mayo 2005, “Grez Jahnsen Gladys del Carmen c. Alvarez Perez Manuel Miguel y otros” Rol de la causa: 5508-1998, REVISTA DE DERECHO Y JURISPRUDENCIA [R.D.J.] No. 2, p.233–44 (Chile), available at http://www.scielo.cl/scielo.php?pid=S071809502005000200012&script=sci_arttext. The decision is divided in two parts, following the Chilean system of structuring legal decisions. Part I is titled “Vistos,” and describes the hearing and decision being challenged. In this case, the appellants challenged the decision of the Thirteenth Civil Court of Santiago declaring that assets between Gladys Grez Jahnsen and Manuel Alvarez Jimenez were communal. Part II provides the Court’s reasoning and decision reversing the lower court.

349. Id. at Part I, ¶ 2.
350. Id.
351. Id. at Part II, ¶ 5.
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353. Id. at Part I, ¶ 2.
354. Id. at Part I, ¶ 5.
355. Id. at Part I, ¶ 6.
356. Id. at Part II, ¶ 11.
357. See Pueblo v. Ruiz, 159 D.P.R. 194, 202 (P.R. 2003) ("[E]l propósito cardinal de la política...")
partners’ children because of their sexual orientation;\(^\text{358}\) adults raising the children of friends or former partners who died or are too ill to care for those children.

Undeniably, same-sex marriage benefits many families. Along the path toward recognition, it is important not to close the door for the recognition of other types of associations that are even more invisible to the law. Many people do not get married or marry after periods of cohabitation.\(^\text{359}\) This is not always because they are of the same sex, but because their lives are too complex, and their most stable support networks are not tied to emotional relationships based on sexual attraction and romantic love. These relationships are built on extended support by traditional kinship, such as grandparents, aunts, cousins, or other groups of people such as community members, godparents, and friends. The question of what families do, and whether we will recognize them without making them take their case to court (where they will most likely lose), is more important than who should be treated as family \(\text{ex ante}\). People rely on different family members for different issues. Family law needs to acknowledge and understand a complex web of relationships. It is not the aim of this Article to elaborate on how exactly to recognize functional families. However, any reflections on what families are and how family law should protect them requires acknowledging the flaws of a marriage-centric system.


III. THE ROLE OF COMPARATIVE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW IN SAME-SEX MARRIAGE DECISION-MAKING

In prior sections, this Article focused on the role of marriage and family law, and whether court decisions on same-sex marriage have reinforced or reduced the importance of marriage as the gateway to family formation. It is clear that the same arguments are being used to reinforce marriage, to accept same-sex marriage, or to broaden the scope of family protection through constitutional norms. A comparative analysis of national court decisions on same-sex marriage also shows that courts read each other’s work.

There is abundant literature to accept as a fact that courts often use arguments articulated in other proceedings to develop their own legal reasoning. Even U.S. courts, though more cautious than courts from other countries in using foreign law, have referred in several decisions to foreign rulings. The means by which courts use foreign decisions varies greatly. Ann-Marie Slaughter refers to vertical and horizontal judicial globalization. When national courts use arguments and decisions by supranational courts, those courts are engaging in a vertical type of judicial borrowing, even when they are not bound by these judgments. When courts look at what other countries are doing, they engage in a “cross-fertilization” of judicial decisions. It seems that areas where there is insufficient precedent, or areas that can be perceived by society as radical shifts in a legal system, are good places to use foreign legal decisions as supporting resources. Technology has also made it easier for judges to contemplate foreign solutions to the same issues. As Australian Justice Michael Kirby explains, “[h]onesty and transparency sometimes suggest an


361. For an analysis of the use of foreign legal decisions by American courts, see generally David S. Law, Generic Constitutional Law, 89 MINN. L. REV. 652 (2005); Steven G. Calabresi & Stephanie Dotson Zimdahl, The Supreme Court and Foreign Sources of Law: Two Hundred Years of Practice and the Juvenile Death Penalty Decision, 47 WM. & MARY L. REV. 743 (2005).


363. Id.

364. See Sujit Choudhry, Migration as a New Metaphor in Comparative Constitutional Law, in THE MIGRATION OF CONSTITUTIONAL IDEAS 1, 4 (Sujit Choudhry ed., 2006) (“[F]oreign judgments are a source of practical wisdom to the tough business of deciding hard cases where the positive legal materials run out.”).
In the area of same-sex marriage, the use of foreign law is evident. The courts of South Africa, Mexico, Brazil, Portugal, Colombia, and Spain explicitly referred to foreign and international court judgments in their decisions, as well as foreign legislation and legal scholarship. They used these sources in two different ways. Sometimes, foreign sources were used to reinforce a particular argument advanced by the court. In other cases, foreign decisions were cited along with information on foreign legislation that includes same-sex marriage, and international law materials in favor of advancing gay and lesbian rights in general. With regards to how these arguments reach courts, in some cases decisions refer to arguments from foreign sources because the parties or third party interveners brought those sources to the court’s attention. Due to the different styles of writing decisions, however, it is not always possible to identify if foreign arguments are part of the parties’ litigation strategy, or if they were adopted by the court’s own initiative. The use of international law varies depending on each country’s legal mandate to use international law. All of the foreign decisions analyzed here refer to international instruments, especially those from Europe. In some cases, however, courts used international decisions for their argumentative power, rather than as authoritative sources of law.

A. Good arguments are good arguments everywhere

Most literature on “judicial borrowing” analyzes the use of foreign

---

366. See, e.g. Minister of Home Affairs v. Fourie 2005 (1) SA 524 (CC) (S. Afr.) (quoting Brown v. Bd. of Educ. of Topeka, 347 U.S. 483 (1954), to highlight the need for the legislature to seek a solution for same-sex couples that would include tangible and intangible benefits). In the case of Portugal, opponents to same-sex marriage argued that international law supported the position that marriage was protected as a union between a man and a woman. See S.T.C., Acórdão No. 121/2010, 82, DIARIO DA REPÚBLICA, 2ª SÉRIE [D.R.] 28.4.2010, 22367 (Port.) (citing several decisions, and quoting, among others, the South African decision in Fourie to highlight that international law may protect the heterosexual marriage but it does not forbid expanding such protection); Primera Sala de la Suprema Corte de Justicia de la Nación [SCJN] [Supreme Court], Amparo en Revisión 581/2012, Décima Época, 5 de Diciembre de 2012, 41, 48–49 (Mex.) (citing Loving v. Virgina, 388 U.S. 1 (1967), Brown, 347 U.S. 483 (1954), and Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896), to compare discrimination based on sexual orientation with racial discrimination).
368. Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], julio 26, 2011, Sentencia C-577/11, Gaceta Judicial [G.J.] (No. 30) (Colom.). Additionally, all parties to the proceedings referred to foreign law to illustrate their own arguments. Id. at 17, 22–23; Fourie, SA 524 ¶ 99; SCJN, Acción de inconstitucionalidad 2/2010, ¶ 42.
legal sources by local courts from the perspective of their argumentative force. There is little disagreement about the lack of authoritative force of foreign sources. The substantive justifications given by others are what make a foreign case compelling or not. It is the weight of the argument, not the weight of the court that made the argument that matters. Sometimes, a good argument made by a prestigious court makes a given argument even more compelling. There is no way, however, to know what makes one court more prestigious than others to the court borrowing one of their arguments. Courts also refer to international decisions regardless of whether they are bound by them. Non-binding international and foreign decisions are used by courts to find compelling arguments.

The Colombia Constitutional Court explains the role of foreign decisions and foreign scholarship as additional argumentative sources, stating that “[f]oreign scholarship, before national scholarship, has dealt at length with this issue [of same-sex marriage].” The Court goes on to add that, “constitutional courts and tribunals of other latitudes have dealt with similar petitions, as the broad reference to comparative law by Action D-8376 shows.” The Portuguese Constitutional Court gave a similar explanation for its use of comparative law. The Court rejected the idea that the regulation of same-sex relationships was limited to a local discussion. On the contrary, it stated that when there are issues linked to “human problems as universal as those related to the legal protection of homosexual relations it may be interesting to know what happened in other legal experiences.” The Constitutional Tribunal of Portugal referred to the need to maintain its autonomy when deciding these issues, but stated that the use of comparative law could help it draw legal principles common to all of those legal experiences.

With the exception of the American and Canadian decisions, the decisions on same-sex marriage presented here used both foreign and international decisions and scholarship to bolster their own ideas on the issue.

The South African Constitution expressly allows judges to consider foreign law when interpreting the Bill of Rights. In Fourie, the South African Constitutional Court cited Canadian case law to emphasize the idea that not all differentiations are discriminatory, and special measures are
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373. S.T.C., Acórdão No. 121/2010, ¶ 7 (Port.).
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sometimes necessary.\textsuperscript{376} For its justification on why same-sex marriage did not interfere with freedom of religion, the Court again cited Canadian sources as well as American decisions.\textsuperscript{377} The Constitution of South Africa also provides that courts “must prefer any reasonable interpretation of the legislation that is consistent with international law over any alternative interpretation that is inconsistent with international law.”\textsuperscript{378} Consistent with the constitutional mandate, the \textit{Fourie} decision included a section on international law.\textsuperscript{379} The Minister of Home Affairs argued that international law did not recognize a right to same-sex marriage.\textsuperscript{380} The Supreme Court of South Africa responded to the international case law against same-sex marriage by stating that “while it is true that international law expressly protects heterosexual marriage,” international law did not exclude the possibility of same-sex marriage.\textsuperscript{381} The South African Court showed deference to international law arguments brought to its consideration but rejected them on substantive grounds.\textsuperscript{382}

The Spanish Constitutional Court used comparative law in several parts of its 2012 decision on same-sex marriage. For example, to support its statement that institutions evolve, the Spanish Constitutional Court cited the Canadian Supreme Court’s concept of the constitution as a “living tree,” and explained that the evolving nature of Spain’s Constitution is precisely the reason why the Court must reject marriage as essentially heterosexual.\textsuperscript{383} The Constitutional Tribunal of Portugal also referred at length to foreign courts.\textsuperscript{384}

As the South African case shows, many of the foreign decisions used

\textsuperscript{376} \textit{Fourie}, SA 524 ¶ 152 (citing Weatherall v. Canada, [1993] 2 S.C.R 872, 874 (Can.)).


\textsuperscript{379} \textit{Fourie}, SA 524 ¶¶ 99–105.

\textsuperscript{380} Id. ¶ 99.

\textsuperscript{381} Id. ¶ 100 (citing Joslin v. New Zealand, U.N. H.R.C. Communication No. 902/1999, U.N. Doc A/57/40 (July 17, 2002)).

\textsuperscript{382} In \textit{Fourie}, the Counsel for the Minister of Justice argued that International Law protected marriage as a heterosexual institution. \textit{Id.} ¶¶ 46, 100. The Court argued that the intention of international law was to “forbid child marriages, remove racial, religious or nationality impediments to marriage, ensure that marriage is freely entered into and guarantee equal rights before, during and after marriage.” \textit{Id.} ¶ 100. The Court added that “[t]here is nothing in the international law instruments to suggest that the family which is the fundamental unit of society must be constituted according to any particular mode.” \textit{Id.} ¶ 101.


by other courts for their argumentative force did not deal with same-sex marriage. South Africa and Mexico, for example, used three American landmark cases to support same-sex marriage on the basis of equality, not marriage: *Brown v. Board of Education*, the dissenting opinion from *Plessy v. Ferguson*, and *Loving v. Virginia*. These courts could have decided to use compelling arguments on the importance of marriage. If they were going to cite American jurisprudence, they had plenty to choose from opinions expounding on marriage as an essentially “good” institution. However, they decided to emphasize the discrimination inherent in a two-tiered system of same-sex civil unions and opposite-sex marriage.

*Brown*, *Plessy*, and *Loving* are decisions that speak about equality not marriage, but their reasoning is appealing beyond any specific national constitution.

The Brazilian STF’s 2011 decision also did not refer to specific arguments used by foreign courts. No other decision, however, reads more like a text on jurisprudence than the combined opinions of the Brazilian decision. Even though it is not possible to point to a specific “migration of constitutional ideas,” the decision referred to legal philosophy through the writings of American, European, and Latin American scholars. It used a universal narrative on the rule of law, the role of courts, and the concepts of equality and autonomy.

By contrast, in its first decision on same-sex marriage, Mexico’s Supreme Court barely mentioned the Inter-American System of Human Rights. It did, however, cite the European Court of Human Rights.

---


386. *Primera Sala de la Suprema Corte de Justicia de la Nación* [SCJN] [Supreme Court], *Amparo en Revisión* 581/2012, Décima Época, 5 de Diciembre de 2012, 41, 48 (Mex.); *Fourie*, SA 524 ¶ 150, 154.


388. For example, Luiz Fux cites foreign scholars such as Robert Alexy, Ernst Benda, and Nancy Fraser. He also cites Ronald Dworkin’s explanation of American constitutional law and considers the application of Dworkin’s writings to Brazilian constitutional law as well. Fux also cites Spanish scholars discussing the same-sex marriage legislation in Spain. See S.T.F., No. 4.277, Relator: Min. Luiz Fux, 05.05.2011, 198, REVISTA DO SUPERIOR TRIBUNAL DE JUSTIÇA [R.S.T.J.] 14.10.2011, 659 (Braz.). Justice Ayres Britto cites, among others, Max Scheler, John Rawls, Hans Kelsen, Nietzsche, Hegel, and Sartre. See S.T.F., No. 4.277, Relator: Min. Ayres Britto, 05.05.2011, 198, REVISTA DO SUPERIOR TRIBUNAL DE JUSTIÇA [R.S.T.J.] 14.10.2011, 611 ¶ 9, 12, 14, 17 (Braz.). Justice Marco Aurelio refers to the opposing positions of H.L.A. Hart and Lord Patrick Devlin with regard to the decriminalization of sodomy laws. See S.T.F., No. 4.277, Relator: Min. Marco Aurelio, 05.05.2011, 198, REVISTA DO SUPERIOR TRIBUNAL DE JUSTIÇA [R.S.T.J.] 14.10.2011, 808 ¶ 5 (Braz.).

389. Pleno de la Suprema Corte de Justicia [SCJN] [Supreme Court], Acción de inconstitucionalidad 2/2010, Novena Época, 10 de Agosto de 2010, *slip op.* ¶ 313 (Mex.).
(ECHR) and its case law on sexual orientation discrimination. Unlike the ECHR, by the beginning of 2014, the Inter-American System of Human Rights had decided only one case that involved discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, and it was not a case on marriage. In *Atala Riffo and daughters v. Chile*, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights made sexual orientation a protected category, and declared that the concept of family protected by the American Convention of Human Rights was not tied to marriage or to heterosexuality. The *Atala* decision had not yet been issued when Mexico’s Supreme Court issued its first decision on same-sex marriage. The SCJN, however, used *Atala* to support its second decision on same-sex marriage, affirming that a separate but equal treatment of same-sex couples was unconstitutional. This second decision extensively cited foreign courts to support its arguments in favor of marriage equality. It also cited U.S. decisions to explain its levels of scrutiny. When describing the requirements for its own system of strict scrutiny, the SCJN reinforced its explanation by referring to the same concept used by the U.S. Supreme Court for each element of the test. Brazil also referred to the Inter-American System of Human Rights, citing decisions that were not directly related to same-sex couples, but that spoke about the right to the protection of a person’s life project.

**B. Foreign sources as descriptive tendencies**

Colombia used comparative law at length to illustrate the state of same-sex couples’ recognition around the world. The plaintiffs challenging the constitutionality of heterosexual marriage in the CCC included a thorough comparative law analysis to support their case. The court, however, “replied” to those comparative law arguments by giving a
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full account of same-sex regulations around the world. The court focused on some arguments provided by foreign courts, it mostly focused on demonstrating that there was not one specific trend towards same-sex marriage as an equality imperative.

The Constitutional Courts of Portugal and Spain, as well as the Supreme Court of Mexico, also made references to comparative law. In all of these cases, references to both legislation and court decisions were used to support the Court’s own decisions. The Courts did not employ, however, a particular foreign argument in their decisions. Instead, they displayed the complete map of what was happening in other countries, in order to situate their own court within a worldwide trend. They could demonstrate to their own community that they were not outliers, but rather part of an almost inevitable global shift. The Constitutional Tribunal of Portugal referred to comparative and international law to support its statement that the realm of family and marriage was changing at a fast pace globally, and not just in Portugal.

As mentioned before, Brazil’s Supreme Federal Tribunal used foreign scholarship to support its own arguments. It also used references to foreign regulations as a measure of an evolving reality in the area of same-sex couples. With this intent, the decision cited regulations of the European Union to support its own decision to recognize same-sex couples as permanent unions. The decision not only referred to binding European law instruments, but also to foreign sources related to discrimination. Justice Marco Aurelio’s opinion, for example, referenced the Wolfenden Report issued in Great Britain in 1957.

400. Id. at 171–74.
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403. S.T.C., Acórdão No. 121/2010, at 22370 (citing the European Human Rights Convention, supra note 250); id. at 22372–74 (referring to different European countries).
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406. S.T.F., No. 4.277, Relator: Min. Marco Aurélio, 05.05.2011, 198, REVISTA DO SUPERIOR TRIBUNAL DE JUSTIÇA [R.S.T.J.] 14.10.2011, 808 ¶ 4 (Braz.) (discussing the Wolfenden Report, a report issued by a Parliamentary Committee in the United Kingdom recommending a drastic withdrawal of government involvement in homosexuality and prostitution, recommending the decriminalization of sodomy and prostitution, and generating an influential debate on the relationship between law and morality); see generally PATRICK DEVLIN, THE ENFORCEMENT OF MORALS (1959); H.L.A. HART, LAW, LIBERTY AND MORALITY (1963).
The level of influence of foreign and international decisions in national courts’ decisions is indeterminate. It is clear, however, that judges are reading each other’s opinions. Perhaps those readings were compelling enough to convince them to consider their own constitutional frameworks as “living trees,” or to bring their own constitutional interpretations of dignity closer to autonomy and equality.

IV. WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS

A. Reinforcing the marriage paradigm: the conformist approach

Same-sex marriage can be viewed as the most important departure of legal marriage from its basic source, the Judeo-Christian marriage. This seems to reflect a new construction of the community ethos, based on the supremacy of individual autonomy rather than on restrictions of individual liberties for a supposedly collective benefit. But as revolutionary as this claim may seem, we can also argue that this is the alternative that best suits the status quo.407 Same-sex marriage does not challenge marriage as an institution and it does not challenge state intervention in intimacy. Same-sex marriage leaves all elements and effects of the traditional institution intact. It does not affect the claims of non-married heterosexual couples or the claims of individuals who have created their families around non-traditional structures, such as sisters living together, or single friends who age together.408 The inclusion of same-sex couples into the marriage institution does not represent a real change of paradigm in family law. It is, on the contrary, a sort of “escape valve” that maintains marriage’s status as the gatekeeper of the legal family.

Countries that value marriage as a societal aspiration, and value autonomy and equality as core public values have two options. They can tip the scale towards marriage and maintain a caste-like system of families in which marital families receive more protection than non-marital ones. Or, they can shift the focus from marriage to functions of dependency and support. In the latter, family and citizenship are liberated from their dependency on marriage. In this scenario, family is tied to citizenship by assuming the role of forming individuals that understand values of equality, respect for diversity, and democracy. Instead, countries that decide to reinforce marriage as the family law paradigm are also reinforcing a traditional link between marriage and citizenship. By doing so, they are
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creating two types of citizens: the good citizen, and the “not so good” citizen. The good citizen gets married and by that act, simplifies the entrance to citizenship for her immediate family members. The good citizen gets benefits and her family is legally recognized as such. The “not so good” citizen, instead, does not behave in the way she should. What she may call a family is not recognized as such. Her citizenship is not good enough to provide citizenship to her immediate family members, and her contributions as a citizen are not good enough to take advantage of the rights and benefits granted to good citizens.

In cases where marriage has been made available to same-sex couples based on the inherent value of marriage, the decisions show that same-sex couples are worthy of the institution of marriage. In order to achieve access, assimilation of the different group to the majoritarian group is necessary. Images of loving same-sex couples that are stable, caring, educated and engaged in their communities cover the pages of magazines, newspapers, court decisions, and congressional debates. Marriage is open to heterosexual couples no matter how badly they behave. Same-sex couples, however, must show that the group is worthy of marriage as an aspiration. They are good citizens that need to become better ones by accessing marriage.

The conformist approach to same-sex marriage closes the chapter on same-sex marriage. It also closes, or at least makes more difficult, the debate on family protection and the role of family law. After Goodridge, Windsor, and each new statute allowing same-sex marriage there is—rightly so—a celebration by same-sex marriage advocates. There is no celebration, however, for aunts, neighbors, and friends taking care of distant or unrelated children or dependent adults. There is no celebration for heterosexual or same-sex unmarried couples who do not wish to or cannot marry for reasons unrelated to its recognition by a legal system, but who nonetheless act as and consider themselves a family. The division between married families and unmarried families continues. As long as family law acts as a filter through which only some unions become visible to the law, decisions that reinforce marriage as the most important bond will keep depriving individuals of possible legal protections for their family ties.

Whether the United States maintains and reinforces the marriage paradigm will depend on the grounds that state courts may use to decide
same-sex marriage cases after *Windsor*. There are already several courts that used *Windsor* as part of their reasoning to allow same-sex marriage.\(^{411}\) Not all state courts have taken a conformist approach to marriage or have picked up on the institutional concept of dignity used by the U.S. Supreme Court. For example, the New Mexico Supreme Court referred several times to *Windsor* in its 2014 decision on same-sex marriage.\(^{412}\) It used dignity as a justification for opening marriage to same-sex couples, but mainly used arguments based on equality. The court referred to the substantive benefits granted to married couples that unmarried same-sex couples do not have.\(^{413}\) This decision is a cause for optimism.

**B. Real families as legal families: the transformational power of the same-sex marriage debate**

By embracing a flexible approach to families, we recognize in all human beings the equality of worth enshrined in the South African Constitution. We not only embrace the dignity that comes from choosing one’s family unit, but more importantly, we recognize that all family associations that respect constitutional values and human rights are worth the same respect. Most people do not have the luxury of choosing their families, and with the exception of a small percentage of women, single mothers are not single mothers by choice. Dignity, therefore, must cover not only autonomy, but also equality of worth.

Triggered by the debate on same-sex marriage, the discussion on family diversity has the power to align the “real” families with the legally recognized ones. Some decisions have given us an opportunity to start using the law to protect and foster the best possible environment for family stability, instead of clinging to the historical myopic obsession with marriage.

The combination of several fundamental rights, such as autonomy and
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equality, with a conception of human dignity, provides us with the grounds to make family law a set of rules aimed at protecting families as they evolve, rather than a set of rules that artificially construct a legal family to which families must conform. It is impossible to maintain a political system that treats privacy, freedom of association, and equality as fundamental individual rights, but that simultaneously restricts marriage to heterosexual couples or, more importantly, restricts family protection to the married family.

Discourses on dignity usually relate to different dimensions of humanity. The South African Constitutional Court speaks of dignity as equality, though it has sometimes used dignity as autonomy or liberty.\(^{414}\) The emphasis, however, is particularly set in equality of worth that derives from our condition as human beings. Mexico’s Supreme Court embraces an idea of dignity linked to autonomy.\(^{415}\) It also refers to dignity as equality, but the emphasis in the case of marriage is on the right to freely choose family associations without a state-imposed ideal of the family.\(^{416}\)

These fundamental rights have been at the core of legislative acts and adjudication processes striking down sodomy statutes. The next logical step, if courts are consistent in their interpretation, requires the rejection of majoritarian efforts to restrict marriage to heterosexual couples and the opening up of marriage to same-sex couples. Consistency, however, requires more than just allowing same-sex marriage. It requires a revision of the reasons for protecting one institution over others. This has been the approach of some of the courts reviewed here.\(^{417}\) These courts have at least recognized that families today are formed from different sources. They have applied equality and autonomy to conclude that non-married couples should enjoy the same status as married couples when it comes to legal benefits and obligations. They have all recognized the evolving nature of the family and the need, for the sake of equality, to protect families
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regardless of how they are formed. Which families get to be legally recognized does not depend on the nature of the bond, but on how those associations respect the same values and rights of each individual family member. Family units that do not respect equality between men and women, or children’s rights, do not have to be afforded the protection of the law.

Decisions that have the potential to transform family law may one day desexualize families. It is unrealistic to divide families according to the sexual orientation of their members. What should matter is not the sex of the two individuals that make up a family unit, but the role each person fulfills within the family. What Martha Fineman and Nancy Polikoff have argued for so many years now has practical equivalents in court decisions from countries with diverse cultural and legal backgrounds. There is more in common between South Africa or Canada and the United States than between Mexico and South Africa. These countries, however, have chosen to see what reality has been showing us all along: families come in all forms and shapes. As long as these familial associations respect the rights of their members, legal systems should not prefer one type of association to another. Some international courts are also taking a transformational approach by including diverse families within the scope of human rights. In Atala, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights interpreted the right to family in Article 17 of the American Convention on Human Rights as encompassing different types of families:

The Court confirms that the American Convention does not define a limited concept of family, nor does it only protect a “traditional” model of the family. In this regard, the Court reiterates that the concept of family life is not limited only to marriage and must encompass other de facto family ties in which the parties live together outside of marriage.

Through human rights and constitutional rights, countries in the Western world have created the framework to give all real families legal recognition. Windsor gave the U.S. Supreme Court a new chance to define its stance on the role of marriage and its relationship to family protection.


The Court in *Windsor* chose to speak about marriage rather than families. It chose to speak about institutional dignity instead of human dignity as equality and autonomy. Fortunately, it did not completely abandon the idea of human dignity as liberty. Future litigators and judges have the task of reinforcing that Kantian concept of dignity in U.S. courts, and following in the footsteps of South Africa, Mexico, Colombia, and Brazil by reclaiming the secular and liberal conception of dignity used in *Lawrence*.

V. CONCLUSION

This Article has shown that decisions from different countries allowing same-sex marriage are not all equal. While some courts focus on maintaining marriage as the paradigm of family formation, others center their analysis on individual rights. A comparative analysis of these decisions shows some promising trends for the future. First, there are more decisions grounding their acceptance of same-sex marriage on equality and autonomy than on marriage as an essentially good institution. Second, the use of dignity as a constitutional value is more often attached to the rights of equality and autonomy than to marriage as a status that provides dignity. Third, we see more decisions referring to the need for legal systems to adapt to social reality, which in turn will open a door to the legal recognition of unmarried families on equal grounds as married ones. Fourth, courts around the world are listening to each other, but not as a matter of authority or out of a sense of camaraderie. Instead, courts refer to each other’s arguments as a way of ensuring that the most compelling arguments are being considered in their own decisions, and in order to show that their own communities are not alone when it comes to discussing new family associations. These narratives allow for a transformation of the role of family law from a policing framework, which reinforces an aspirational family based on marriage, to a protective framework for socially constructed families.